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CircumstaniCes prevented the November Letter from reaching members until Christmas or
even later. It was a frustrating experience for the Editor. Christmas mail can be
so uncertain.. We are therefore skipping the December date by jumping directly to
January. So you haven't missed it after allI

* * *

THE CHRISTMAS DINNER DECEMBER 29, 1970

The Hall was decorated by a work party lured on by an offer of free beer. It
was most Christmassy.

The tables were soon filled, after which the procession of the President and
the Executive, under the watchful guidance of the seneschal Bill Duthie, took place.
The Boaxzs head was. borne aloft by Harry Jamieson and the beef by Hill Hogarth. The
Chaplain, John Wevers, said the Grace. Her Majesty's health was toasted and the
large assembly of 175 fell to. During the dinner, and even before, the Club's choir
under the able direction of Keith Bissell rendered traditional Christmas Carols.
President Irwin acknowledge the presence of Arthur Beemer, the oldest member;
Harry Smith, although not able to be present, the only Charter member alive: Chuck
Matthews, whose unfailing attendance has now reached 51(incidentally, Chuck's son,
Graham, was attending his first); Harry Jamieson, the proud emissary of the St.
Georges society. Our landlord, the President of the St. Georges Society, Ken Wright,
spoke briefly. He was loudly cheered when he announced that the rent might be
lowered but on deeper consideration, we had to admit that this was one more hopeful
example of the current fable that inflation has been beaten.

Some members asked why the menu reproduced a design with the date 1948-1970.
This was the time when York Wilson envisaged a Viking procession in the Club. It
was reproduced as a memorial of the old days.

The usual clearing of the Hall then took place with a minimum of broken bones
and dishes.

The Entertainment

A full house greeted the very well-planned entertainment that followed. This
* might be called a Farewell to the Year of the Group of Seven. Bob Christie read the

biographical details concerning the Group, while representative pictures of the art-
ists were thrown on the screen. After each reading instrumentalists and singers,
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* under the direction of Keith Bissell performed. We reproduce the script which Bob
Christie read, extracted from his brilliant colleagues. The following members

performed:

Artists Reginald Godden Piano

Nelson J. Dempster Cello.

Ronald R. Napier Recorder

Keith Bissell Conductor

Singers Thomas C. Brown Kenneth Jarvis

Giles Bryant Harry Maude

Maurice Snelgove Eric J. Ford

Paul Sweetman lan Garrett

Bill Thompson

The Readings

A rendition of the First Noel brought the evening to a close. Reg Godden's
improvisations reminded us of Sir Ernest MacMillan's long time contribution to the
Christmas dinner. It was, as ever, a glorious ending of a most happy evening.

* TOM THOMSON - 1877 - 1917

He was not a member of the Group of Seven, but because he was so closely associa-

ted with them in an artistic sense, this work of his "Snow Shadows", painted in 1915,
serves as a prelude to introduce the Arts and Letters Club 1970 Christmas Dinner
entertainment.

The life of Tom Thomson was the pure stuff of legends. Most of his later years
were lived alone in the forest. His early death, and its mysterious circumstances,

plus the meteor-like briefness of his dazzling career, combined to turn him into a

national icon of art. In tribute to him, it would be difficult to improve on
J.E.I. MacDonald's description of him, written for a memorial in Algonquin Park:--
'He lived humbly but passionately with the wild. It made him brother to all untamed
things of nature. It drew him apart and revealed itself wonderfully to him. It sent
him out from the woods only to show these revelations through his art. And it took
him to itself at last.'

The music of Healy Willan, to the 15th century carol "Welcome Yule" is the first

offering by our singers.

FRANKLIN CARMICHAEL - 1890 - 1945

Franklin Carmichael was the most versatile member of the Group of Seven. He was

equally at home working in oil, watercolour, wood engraving and commercial design.

His prestine creations are invariably marked by superb craftsmanship. His shapes are

always crisply delineated and his colour sparkling in its clarity. Carmichael favoured

strong contrasts of light and shadow and cloud effects where his fine sense of design
enjoyed full play. His deliberate approach to art fitted him ideally for teaching,

a career he pursued at the Ontario College of Art for more than a decade.

His "Boy of Islands", a watercolour painted in 1930, will be commented on

musically with another 15th century Old English carol entitled "Adam lay ybounden",
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the music by Arts and Letters Club member, Paul Sweetman.

A. Y. JACKSON - 1882 - Still going strong

Over a career of more than six decades, this man of the earth, tanned and

burnished by the elements he loved to paint, came to understand the geographic

features of his country more intimately than any other man of this or any other

generation. He is undoubtedly the best known and most widely loved of all

Canadian artists.

A. Y. was the only member of the Group of Seven to see action as a soldier,

and was wounded at the front in 1916. Shortly afterwards he was ordered to report

to Lord Beaverbrook and was appointed to the staff of the Canadian War Memorials as

a lieutenant and sent to France to make sketches for some paintings; where he found

however that visual impressions were not enough. He had no interest in painting the

horrors of war, and admits that he wasted a lot of canvas. One of his favorite works

of that period is "Springtime in Picardy", depicting a peach tree in the courtyard of

a smashed up farm house.

The painting you see here, titled "First Snow - Algoma" was painted in 1920-1921,
shortly after his World War One Experiences, and Keith Bissell has made an arrangement

of an appropriate Polish carol called "Snowy Flakes" for our singers.

FRANK H. JOHNSTON - 1888 - 1949

Frank Johnston's 1919-1920 paintings of Algoma are a compelling as almost any-
thing..by the Group done at that time. With a highly developed sense of the dramatic,

Johnston would choose varying points of view, which often gave his work a very

personal stamp. Johnston remained with the Group only briefly, afterwards concentrat-
ing on teaching and evolving a realistic manner of painting that made him one of the

most popular artists of his area.

This scene - "Fire Swept Algoma", painted in 1920, has been selected as one of

his finest works. The musical accompaniment is the Huron Carol, those lovely Indian

words by St. Jean de Brebeul, translated by Edgar Middleton, and arranged by our own

Reg. Godden for this Christmas gathering.

LAWREN HARRIS - 1885 - 1970

Lawren Harris was the theorist and intellectual of the Group of Seven. His end-

less creative curiosity led him into a more sophisticated search for new forms than

any other Canadian painter. Starting from warm and relatively straightforward

portrayals of buildings and people, he gradually re-directed his talents over many

years toward pure abstractions. He seems to have been most completely at home in

those isolated areas of the country where forms are dramatically symplified - the

north shore of Lake Superior, the Arctic Seas and the Rocky Mountains. In such

places, he found a rarified spirit which will always stir the vision of anyone con-

cerned with Canadian Art.

The compelling power and glory of his work in this painting of Mt. Lefroy done

in 1930, is expressed musically in Bach's "mightly Lord and King all glorious" from

the Christmas Oratorio, sung now by Harry Maude.
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J.E. H. MacDONALD - 1873 - 1932

A quiet, gentle, poet-painter, J.E.H. MacDonald gave as generously to his
fellow painters as he did to his own art. As mentor and counsellor he helped to
guide and encourage the career of Tom Thomson, as well as that of many other
distinguished artists. His own tapestry-like paintings weave together exciting
patterns of texture, colour and consummate drawing. A master craftsman and designer,
MacDonaid was incapable of making a sloppy or careless creative gesture. The least
of his sketches is marked by a crisp refinement and sensivity. The greatest of his
canvases are sparkling masterpieces, unsurpassed by any Canadian landscape artist.

His "Leaves in the Brook", painted in 1919, shown here is one such masterpiece
and, sinee it is not related to the Christmas season, our singers will pay tribute to
MacDonald for his second artistic talent as a poet, with "Hail Poetry" from "The
Pirates of Penzance" by Gilbert and Sullivan.

ARTHUR LISMER - 1885 - 1969

Tall, gangly, endlessly cheerful, Arthur Lismer possessed the keenest wit of the
Group - and one of its warmest spirits. His enthusiasm shows throughout all his
paintings, with their dashing style and bravura liveliness of texture. He loved to
paint .the sparkle of light on water and untidy foliage. He brightened up the Group's
outings by making brilliant shorthand caricatures of their activities. His restless
pencil and puck-like humour also won the hearts of those thousands of young Canadians
with whom he came in contact as one of the world's foremost art educators. This
painting is titled "A September Gale", painted in 1921.

Arthur Lismer loved children and had the gift of attracting their affection and
admiration, so our Christmas musical offering to him is a setting by Keith Bissell of
an old carol which gently eulogizes a child of another time - "0 my dear heart, young
Jesus sweet .

F. H. VARLEY - 1881 - 1969

Varley was the romantic of the Group. His life possessed the same will-of-the-
wisp quality that marks many of his poetic landscapes. He loved Turner and his
contemporaries and his work confesses it. He valued colours for their mystical
qualities, blue, violent and green, he said, were the spiritual hues and these are
often dominent in his pictures, even in his portraits. Until his last years, he was
constantly on the move, a questing gypsy of the arts, always, it seems in search of
the perfect landscape, the ideal model.

This 1930 work is titled, simply, "Vera".

Varley found a further outlet for his artistic drive in playing the piano. It
is appropriate therefore that our musical comment for him should be on the piano and
in a work by the master of all composers, Bach. The choir first sings the melody
and Reg. Godden then plays the "Fughetta - Gottes sohn ist Kommen".



A. J. CASSON - 1898 - Also still going strong

Our last artist, as in the case of Tom Thomson, the first shown, was also not

an actual member of the Group of Seven, and, for the most part, A. J. Casson has
left the more elemental and epic landscape of the northland to the members of the
Group, His serene pictorial dramas have been played out mainly in Southern and
Central Ontario. This may seem a restricted beat for art, but Casson has patrolled

it faithfully over many decades with a keen and affectionate eye. He has been alert
to make permanent for us the beauty of such mundane things as a rural storefront
bright with signs, a farmhouse washday or the white triangle of a steeple wedged
into the cobalt sky.

This scene, titled "Algoma", painted in 1929, illustrates admirably both the

words and music of a carol written by Arts and Letters member Reginald Godden -
"the world around lies sleeping", which is the postlude to conclude this Arts and
Lettets tribzte to those men who through their love of the land, and their great
dedication, awakened in all Canadians a new awareness of the essential beauty and
grandeur of this Canada.

Mark your calendar now and enjoy the treats your Entertainment Committee has provided.

Wednesday, January 20

Saturday, January 30

February 1 to March 8

Thursday, February 11

February 10 to 13

Wednesday, February 17

Saturday, February 27

Bill McElcheran will greet viewers of his present
sculpture show at 5:30. Bar will open to unloose the
tongues of his admirers.

Members Dinner. Dave Ouchterlony is cooking up a

special programme for this event.

There will be a showing of O.S.A. pictures with a 5:30

opening (with bar) on February 9.

Ladies Night and the Chamber Players.

The 10:30 p.m. performance of the Ottawa Dramatic Guild

of J.B. Yeats, A FULL MOON IN MARCH

Ladies Night. J. Austin Floyd will describe the present
position of the Meadowvale Gardens founded by our late
member Dunnington-Grubb.

Monthly Dinner. Sid Johnson, our inimitable prestidigitator
will give us a performance of his unexcelled legerdemain.

SEX AND VIOLENCE

This is a combination of words that might possibly catch the attention of the member-

ship that browse through the Monthly Letter. If so, it is unfortunate that it wasn't

used to introduce the two paragraphs that appeared in the last Letter under an item
headed THE CLUB ARCHIVES. The item contained a serious request for the contribution

of historical memorabilia of 20 or more years ago. At this time of writing Hunter
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Bishop reports that there has not been one offer of archiveal material made. In

a weary effort to catch someone's attention, and with the realization that

repetition helps, we end this paragraph with the same combination of words .....

SEX AND VIOLENCE.

LAPP'S CORNER

Well,

"Hair" has come and "Hair" has went, I guess I should be ill content; But I ent.

Now, turning to a less lascivious form of entertainment, I am thrilled to say that

never have I heard such supremely beautiful choral singing as in last month's

"Messiah" at Massey Hall with the Mendelssohn Choir and Toronto Symphony, conducted

by Elmer Iseler.

This season Elmer has wrought his choir up to such a pitch of excellence that along

with many other refinements, I actually heard the altos and very bravely too. The

soloists were exceptionally good.

Despairing of ever hearing a contralto who can get those "glad tidings to Zion" on

the dot. All praise to Almer for his tremendous achievement with the choir.

What a delightful surprise to meet John Hodgins at the Club the other day and to find

that after his successful years at the choir school in Albany, New York and in

Vancouver, he will now be with us permanently in town. John will be specially

remembered for his brilliant work as organist and with the choir at Grace Church on

the Hill.

As I have not hear the new tracker organ replacing the beautifuly instrument which

John Weatherseed and I both played at Deer Park Church, I can not report to our

dear John what I think of it. I could, of course, relay a few remarks I have hear

about it, but as they don't use that kind of language in Heaven, I think he will

have to wait until later.

In this connection, I recall the time when a church layman asked me whether they

should spend money improving their old pipe organ or buy a new electronic. I don't

need to tell you what I said, but I was both amused and amazed when he told me the

final decision. "You see, Horace, the Chairman of our music committee is a truck

driver. Owns a lot of trucks and he says an organ is just like a truck. When it

gets old, don't fool around, just throw it out and get a new one. You'll save money

in the end.." (which end was not specified). We got a Baldwin." When he finished

there was a slight rumble in St. Thomas Church Leipzig as J.S. Bach turned over in

his grave.

I saw Frank Fusco and Harold Sumberg playing in the large orchestra for the real

Engelbert Humperdinck's "Hansel and Gretel" on C.B.C. Television. I was surprised

and delighted to see dear wonderful Maureen Forrester cast as the witch, albeit, a

bit confusing. I know I will never hear the part sung so beautifully again, but I

algo know that any witch over 90 pounds can never be a bony-fide witch and eat

roasted boys and girls for dinner. Oh no, her problem just has to be butter tarts

and crepe suzettes.
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I've seen it a dozen times, but I still get a kick out of Bill Shelden in his

a Bell Telephone TV commercial.

Reginald Stewart who, for some years has been conducting Master Classes in piano

at The Music Academy of the West, Santa Barbara, has just received a fine citation

from .the National Society of Arts and Letters. I'm not a habitual name dropper,

but, as I nonchalently finger - polish my lapel, I feel compelled to mention that

his fellow teachers are Jascha Heifitz and Gregor Piatigorski. One of Reg's artist

pupils, recently palyed Saint Soaen's G Minor Piano Concerto with the Los Angeles

Philharmonic but that isn't my story. The Los Angeles Times said that Reg. had

been accorded a citation by the National Arts and Letters Club for "his magnificient

contribution to the art of music and his tremendous inspiration and help to young

students of music everywhere."

I am in the market for one of those pen and ink drawings of The Club by Walter

Coucill which he donated to the Club for us to sell as Christmas Cards. Always

late, Lapp missed the boat again and before I got there Phil Clark had hung out

the sign S.R.O. However, John Irwin who owns the original might do a repeat

performance next Christmas for those who missed the first edition. Ho, ho, ho.

I become a little sad every time I receive a notice of musical events from the Royal

Conservatory because it makes me think of Muzz and Freddy and Healy, and the good

times with them at The Club. The Notice I have today is on a cheerful note,

announcing a series of noon hour recitals. The opening concert is an organ recital

by one of our finest artists, David Ouchterlony - on February 2nd.

* The next one we should attend is a piano recital by Warren Mould whose artistry and

musicianship need no words of recommendation from me. Does anyone know the proper

dress for recital audiences these days? If it's blue jeans, jack boots and a shoulder

length grey hippy wig, don't tell me. I won't go.

By the way, in last month's Monthly Letter, my remarks about my wife and her $50,000

fur caat were purely the product of an overescalated inagination brought on by the

overescalatad use of a habit-forming drug called TTPP, more commonly known as

Turkey, Turnips and Plum Pudding. I now state that I have no wife and she has no

$50,000 fur coat, but I sure had lots of TTPP.

H. L.

ARS LONGA

If you have been keeping up with the learned journals of the arts such as Time,

Playboy, Earth and other such intellectual publications you will probably be thor-

oughly familiar with the Happening as an art form. The Electric Gallery and even the

erstwhile staid AGO have staged happenings and if you haven't attended one you don't

know what you've missed - lucky youl

Such art creates an environment in which you are plunged and presumably transported

* from this workaday world. Unbeknownst to the stalwart clan of luncheoneers who

frequent "old 14" they have been living in environmental art from time to time since

the doors swung open for the first time. Let us 'now review the environment that we

have just enjoyed: First the space was enclosed in a saturated carmen lake with
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admixtures of Indian red; the chromatic vibrations being not far removed from the
colour used in tribal rites in areas devoted to retail commerce.

On close inspection this all-inclusive painting proved to be one of the largest,
and most monumental in terms of area, example of post-painterly abstration shown
anywhere in Toronto. In fact, one could hazard, in North America. Truly the work
of towering geniuses!

The colour had an absolute autonomy as a vehicle of expression and the goal of
absolute equilibrium was indeed attained. In the best post-painterly tradition
the work betrayed no personalized brush marks; no evidence of the passage of
bristle or knife. Devoid of textures the painting enveloped the observer and
enfolded him in a traumatic emergence of atmospheric depth from the quintessential
two-dimensional but elegant design.

What breathtaking removed from this whole realm of run-of-the-mill minimal art was
the vastness of the work. Confined neither by frame, canvass or board, the malleable
pigment exploded like frozen raspberry molasses over the entire environmental area
in no way reminiscent of abstract expressionism or pop art.

This then became a giant collage with additivies in the form of quaint supra-realistic
Norman Rockwellian prints ranged in a way that approached geometry without really
encroaching on it.

In short, patient readers, the walls of the Great Hall were beautifully painted for
the Christmas Dinner and they were adorned with a handsome collection of full-color
reproductions of historical paintings in the Confederation Life collection.

The entire project of decorating the Club was a splendid example of how professional
and non-professional members can work together to create an enjoyable environment.
In response to the handsome bulletin composed by Sid Johnson with lettering and
calligraphy by John Green, a record number of 25 volunteers showed up for luncheon,
a planning meeting and work on Saturday, December 19th...an unprecendented group
according to Nettie who usually serves a small company including the Treasurer and
the Judge.

Ever mindful of the admonition to speakers to refrain from giving individual credits
lest you slight some person by unintentional omission, your amanuensis gives credit
where credit is due based on notes scribbed on the back of a couple of old luncheon
slips:

The upside down tree - crackled in the brain of Walter Coucill; visualized as
sculpture by Bill McElcheran. Arranged and decorated with the help of Jack French,
Oxford McNeill, Howard Gerring with stress engineering by Bill Shelden.

Walter Packman arranged threesome floodlighting of the tree, while Wally Pincoe,
lan Murray and Yvon Doucet dressed the tree. (Made us so tired to hear about it
we didn't put up a tree for ourself at all this year!) Mike Addinall and George
Prokos decorated a small tree.

The coffee cup lid lamp hanging like Damocles' sword over the head table was designed
by Oxford McNeill. He ought to patent it and sell it to Maxwell House...good to the
last drop.

The painting of the walls so effucively described as accomplished with the post-
painterly lack of bumpy technique by Ernie Newson, John Lawson, Dr. Van. Snell,



Norman McLean and Dr. Ken Pratt. New member Bill Wingfield helped out. Next time

our members look at the walls, remember that many, many people have 
painted those

for their benefit and that the paint is now ticker than the walls.

Other Club Art News -

Bill McElcheran gave an excellent luncheon address on intelligent, 
creative

patronage of the arts and made a strong plea for participation in 
creative collecting

by members of the A & L. Too bad he didn't give that talk forty-five years ago.

He is having a one man show at the Club that includes a ten foot, 
low relief

carving and portraits of some famed members.

At a luncheon a day later on December 16th, Arnold Edinborough, 
back from a con-

sulting trip for the arts on behalf of Rothmans of Pall Mall Canada 
Ltd. gave an

excellent address in the easy, eloquent and casually erduite 
manner that has

justifiably made him famous. He spoke about intelligent patronage of the arts by

industry. Peter Bone, Public Relations Vice-President for Rothmans presented 
a

magnificent volume to the Librarian and Archivist, 
Hunter Bishop, who commented

wittily on the absolute lack of product or institutional 
advertising or even iden-

tification in the volume. Al Hanlon, Curator of the Art Collection for Rothmans

was also a welcome guest at head table.

Listen you slugabed, stay-at-home members, if you're 
skipping luncheons at the Club

you're missing some of the top aesthetic and 
educational talks anywhere. The

atmosphere is informal and you chat with leading artists and other creative people

over coffee...and isn't that what's A & L all about? Most clubs have difficulty

fielding one.speaker a week. The luncheon Committee and other speaker's committees

are doing marvels. Come on out...a little knowledge is not a dangerous thing.

Monthly Letter Query :

Photography is an art. Leonardo would have said so. How did you like the photos

in the last letter? Taken by Ron Vickers .they gave a "you-were-there" feeling.

Historic too! He also took some at the Christmas Dinner. His Boar's Head

Procession print will be on display for your order. We live in an age of pictures.

Let us know if you like pictures in your Monthly Letter.

J. M.

FIFTY YEARS AGO THIS WINTER

The Club's Elm Street days really went off with a bang on the night of November 27,

1920, when the first dinner was held and a styelized pageant was supplemented with

music and a play. The December Christmas Dinner featured a quartette of singers in

the choir gallery and a two hour variety programme.

Vincent Massey had just become President and organized evening discussions which were

an important part of the Club life. Executive Committee meetings were held once a

month. Saturday afternoons were usually Ladies Days. The Club was open for dinner

each evening. Strong committees were at work to raise funds to pay for the great

9.
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amount of money that had been spent in installing such things as the fireplace,
the windows, the choir gallery and the kitchen. Each art segment undertook to
provide revenue - producing events; in addition, there was a strong campaign for
cash subscriptions.

On the night of Saturday, December 11, there was an auction sale of paintings
donated by artist members. (Our sole Charter Member, Harry Smith, was one of the
auctioneers.) In the afternoon, ladies were present; tea was served at a charge of
15!. This auction realized $3,200.00. One week later there was held one of a series
of musical evenings to aid the building fund - the players were the Hambourg Trio,
the Conservatory Quartette and the Academy Quartette. The Club drama group put on
two plays in March -- SHADOW OF THE GLEN by Synge and ANOTHER WAY OUT by Lagner.

The perenniel problem seemed no different from today; for instance, notice was sent
to those recently joined that if they did not pay their entrance fee and annual dues
before a stated date, their election would be rescinded. And for the month of December
the House Committee reported that the Kitchen Account receipts including 297 Ladies
Teas at 15¢, amounted to $1,239.00 while the expenses, including staff, amounted to
$1,245.00.

But the impressive thing about Club life 50 years ago was the enthusiasm generated
at lunch time. The average daily attendance for the months of December to March
was 68, 67, 66 and 68.

Hunter Bishop

Ed. Note: This is one of a series that Hunter will be contributing to the Letter.

George Prokos has sent us a copy of his latest brain child. He has put out for the
Toronto Art Galleries (Members of the Professional Art Dealers Association of Canada)
a map-guide folder showing where they are located and their telephone numbers.
George will be glad to send you a copy if you will phone him at 920-9248.

Meet the following new members:-

DONALD GRANT CREIGHTON - PRO

University professor and prominent Canadian historian. Dr. Creighton is well
known to Club Members, the academic community and the public-at-large for his
distinguished writing and his contributions to the fields of Canadian history
and biography. His historical works have an international reputation.

GERHARD WILLIAM KENNEDY - PRO

Cinematographer. Mr. Kennedy has gained great distinction in the field of film
production. He was the producer of the films, "This Vibrant Land" and "Leave
This Not to Cain". The former was shown to Club Members attending the October
monthly dinner honoring the Group of Seven.
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TREVOR E.S. ALDERWICK - NON-PRO.

Executive Director, Academy of Medicine. Mr. Alderwick was educated in

England, served as an R.A.F. pilot and was a P.O.W. in Germany for 5 years.

His potential for Club contribution is high: theatre (has performed in amateur

theatricals in the U.K.), music (piano), rare book restoration, ornamental

lettering, collecting historical books, etc.

DAVID GRAHAM MATTHEWS - NON-PRO.

President, Sampson Matthews Limited. Mr. Matthews, the son of "Chuck", has

an active interest in art and music. His hobby of woodworking might be called

on for stage or art displays.

ROBERT O'DRISCOLL - PRO.

Professor, Department of English, St. Michael's College, University of Toronto.

Dr. O'Driscoll holds B.A., M.A. and Ph.D degrees; has taught in universities

in England, Ireland and Canada. He is interested in the theatre (especially

Irish drama), the other usual arts, 20th Century poetry and book collecting.

He is Chairman of the Canadian Irish Studies Committee and has been responsible

for the for the ongoing three annual seminars in Irish studies at the University

of Toronto, including theatrical productions, which are fast gaining inter-

national recognition.

J. Y.

* * *

OBITUARY

VICTOR BEN MEEN

By the death of Vic Meen, at 60, the Club has lost a prominent and popular

member. Vic is widely known as a geologist and gemmologist and had been head of the

ROM's Earth Science Museum and Division for many years. His most recent title, that

of Chief Mineralogist, was intended to afford him the opportunity of scientific

ambassadorship and this role he filled to perfection. He loved travel and people and

his world-wide travels brough him in touch with scientists on every continent and

enhanced the reputation and the collections of the ROM, then the largest University

Museum in the world.

Vic will long be remembered for his part in the discovery of Chubb Crater in

Ungava, Quebec. This discovery called for personal courage as well as geological

skill in the field.

Since that time Vic did much abroad and occupied responsible positions at home.

He was a Professor of Geology at the University of Toronto for some years, he was

President of the Royal Canadian Institute, President of the Toronto Round Table and

many other positions of influence and trust.

I first met Vic when he came to see me, many years ago, in the British Museum

and was with him in Mexico, both occasions being long before I expected to become a

* colleague of his in Canada. In my time in the Museum he was involved in some highly

important advances. He had long been interested in Planetariums and had visited all

the important ones, and all the manufacturers of instruments before we had the

munificent gift from Col. McLaughlin. It was natural thereafter that he and Prof.
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Don McRae and I formed the Committee that planned the McLaughlin Planetarium,

selected its site, and, using Vic's knowledge, purchased the instrument from East

Germany.

Again, Vic's travels gave him unusual opportunities in Iran and when the Shah

of Shahs agreed that his wonderful collections should be studied and published for

the first time, it was the ROM that sought for - and was awarded the plum. It may

not otherwise become known that the meeting to select personnel for this expedition

was held in the Arts and Letters Club, when Vic, Doug Tushingham and I laid founda-

tions for what was to be the magnificent publication, Crown Jewels of Iran by these

two colleagues and close friends.

These years also saw the making of a ROM flag that has since flown in import-

ant sites, not least by the Chief Mineralogist.

We shall all miss the ever ebullient Vic Meen. He had a vast knowledge and

a genius for friendship. John Irwin has said "He was a great supporter of this Club."

To Thelma, his widow, and to his three daughters and their husbands, our profound

sympathy goes out.

But in our halls Vic's memory and memorials will be with us as long as men can

read.

W. E. Swinton

THE LIBRARY

At noon on December 16, Arnold Edinborough addressed the Club; with him at that time

was Mr. Peter Bone, Public Relations Vice-President of Rothmans of Pall Mall Canada

Limited. Mr. Bone presented to the Club library an impressive book entitled,

Adventure in Art. The book describes and illustrates a number of art collections

which have been built in recent years by a conglomerate of tabacco companies which is

referred to in the text simply as The International Group. The art is displayed in

the factories and offices of the member companies, as well as being circulated to

galleries. Last summer and fall, three such art collections were shown at Stratford.

In 1969 an important exhibition was held in the Museum of Man in Paris; it was a

happy result of Franco-Canadian co-operation in an uniquely Canadian art field. The

catalogue entitled, Masterpieces of Indian and Eskimo Art in Canada shows, in sharp

photographs, the 186 objects that were loaned from 10 major galleries in Canada.

There is a bibliography and two useful maps. The recently published facsimile edition

of Of Toronto The Good would seem to be a great bore, especially as it was inspired

by the World Convention of the W.C.T.U. held in Toronto in 1897. But a glance at the

table of contents makes it appear more intriguing, especially when one notes that the

chapter on Music and The Drama is followed by one on Quack Doctors. A particularly

useful paperback is Reference Books: How to Select and Use Them. It provides a brief

statement on the content, organization and usefulness of all recognized reference

tools for any major subject.

Floyd Chalmers gave to our library, a personalized copy of The Adventures of Sajo.
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The book is by GREY OWL, who autographed it on the occasion of his visit to the Club

on March 3, 1936. Three sketches of the author were made on the end-papers on that

day - one by Arthur Lismer, one by Charles Comfort and the other by Floyd. It is

interesting to note that the book was published in London by Lovat Dickson in 1935.

McClelland and Stewart recently published Robert Harris ... An unconventional Biography

and sent a copy to the Club. This book makes clear the important role Harris played

as an early Canadian painter; he is now remembered mainly as a former president of

the R.C.A. and the painter of the original Fathers of Confederation. John Irwin has

presented a handsomely packaged volume entitled PACEM IN TERRIS. This is the record

in words and photographs of the second convocation sponsored by the Centre for the

Study of Democratic Institution which was held in Geneva in May of 1967.

Ernest Annau has given a recent copy of Canadian Interiors which contains an article

he wrote on housing, entitled PEOPLEDESIGN 2; there are a number of very interesting

old photographs included. John Hudson obtained for the library a copy of Vol. 1 #1

of a new publication for Canadian journalists entitled, Content. Lou Hartley con-

tributed a copy of Vol. 1 #1 of Aldermen Sewell, Crombie, Kilbourn and Jaffary's new

fact sheet, City Hall. New member Harry Barberian sent a Christmas gift of the 1970

Cartoons of MacPherson.

We are sure you will be interested to know the Club is co-operating with the Fourth

Inter-Universities Seminar in Irish Studies to be held in Toronto, February 10 to 14,

* 1971. St. Michael's College is the place, but the Arts and Letters Club will be host

for the dramatic performances to be held at 10:30 p.m. each of the evenings. The

play is the centenary of two of Ireland's greatest figures, Jack B. Yeats, the painter

brother of the Nobel prize-winning poet; and, John Millington Synge, the most

illustrious and colourful and poetic of Ireland's twentieth-century renaissance play-

wrights.

The seminar will have as speakers, many students of the Irish Arts such as W.H.AUDEN,

MARSHALL McLUHAN, MICHAEL MacLIAMMOIR, WALTER STARKIE, and many others. Registration

for the Seminars are limited to 500 but the dramatic performances at the Club will

cost $2.00.

If you wish to participate please fill in the form below.

Please reserve for me tickets for the presentation of Yeats A FULL MOON

IN MARCH for:

Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

February 10 L-J February 11 _ February 12 L.4 February 13

Curtain Time -- 10:30 p.m.

Tickets $2.00 - Make Cheques payable to The Arts and Letters Club. Tickets to be

il picked up at the door.

Name: Address:

_ ~~ · _ ___ _·I__)·^ ___I__ ___ _

Address =Name:
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How many members have asked the question "Why are there no coloured photographs
of the Boar's Head Procession at the Club Christmas Dinner?" Well, we have news

for you. On December 29, 1970, Ron Vickers took several pictures of the event.

Prints are available for $5.00 - Sales Tax included in, as TV says, Living Colour.
The size is 10! by 7! and each is matted. Ron Vickers contributed the initial cost

but reprints are priced to provide additions to the Art Purchase Fund of the Club.

Even if you haven't been to a Club Christmas Dinner for some years, this is a splendid

way of capturing the memory of those years you have attended. Make your cheque

payable to the Arts and Letters Club.
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In spite of blustery weather a good crowd assembled this evening to hear David

Ouchterlony introduce a very talented young Chinese pianist, Peter Li, to the club.

Mr. Li gave a recital which showed astonishing virtuosity. His programme proved to

be so interesting that members even abstained from smoking. It was a most unusual

evening that met with approval by all those who braved the weather. Thank goodness

Alan Collier was there with his tape recorder so that we can enjoy a replay in the

near future.

* * *

On Wednesday January 27, we had as entertainment Dr. Barker Fairley, an Honorary

member of the Club, as guest to read extracts from his well known and recently pub-

lished translation of Goethe's Faust. When listing this as entertainment we really

meant it. It was entertainment of the highest order. Readings are supposed to be a

relic of the Victorian age, but members priviledged to hear Barker Fairley were hap-

pily surprised to know that the Victorians certainly had something. The readings

covered certain conversations between Mephistopheles and a student at the university

and the same student later as a graduate. The subject matter was concerned with the

attitude of professors and their students-- strangely similar to present day unrest

on the campus. The rich north of England accent of Dr. Fairley and his undertones of

humour made this a memorable occasion. John Irwin introduced and Lovat Dickson thanked

the speaker.

* * *

Rumours, ugly rumours have been circulated to the effect that the Arts Club of Mon-

treal is no more, In a letter to our President from their President there is a denial

of this. The Arts Club will be pleased to see any of our members at their quarters

3448 Stanley Street Montreal 2, just north of the Ritz Carlton Hotel. See for yourself,

it's alive!

* * *
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If Harry Jamieson were ever to be classified as an emissary of the St. George's Soc-
iety---well Scotia's thunder would descend. According to the last Letter he was shown
as just that! Well, Harry was an emissary of the St. Andrews Society. All hiel to the
unbelievers.

Congratulations to Louis Applebaum who has succeeded Milton Carman as director of the
Province of Ontario Council for the Arts. For the past twenty years he has been with
CAPAC (Composers, Authors, and Publishers Association of Canada). His chief duty there
was to bring recognition to Canadian composers and music. His whole career as composer
and organizer will fit him eminently for his new job.

John Hudson sent us a clipping from the Chicago Daily News of Jan. 19 which re-
counts the history of the Cliff Dwellers Club of Chicago(with which we are affiliated)
Hamlin Garland, who died thirty years ago, is reported to have been one of the founders.
He ruled the Club with an iron hand and was accordingly named Czar Hamlin. He didn't
drink and he didn't approve of anyone else drinking. And he absolutely didn't want mem-
bers'wives sitting around at teatime smoking cigarettes. When the "Czar!' gave up of-
fice after seven rigorous years, his portrait was turned to the wall. A bar was open-
ed and an irreverent sign was put up:"This place Under New Management.

Frank Dowsett reminds us that the 1971 Spring Flower Show sponsored by the Garden Club
of Toronto is going to be held in the Royal Ontario Museum this year. The dates are
March 3rd, to 6th. We understand that many unusual artifacts of the museum will be in-
corporated with the flowers. Our suggestion for the Mums is too obvious.

The presentation of W.B. Yeat's Full Moon in March February 10th. to the 13th. brought to
the Club a great number of Irish patriots but unfortunately few Club members. Perhaps
the hour of the curtain raising at ll:00p.m. was a bit late but the play was well worth
seeing. We found the voices were rather subdued and the whispering almost impossible to
catch, but the Grecian chorus of six women was a treat to follow --- their movements
were a credit to their director. Discipline extraordinary: The Telegram reporter helped
us understand the theme of the play the next day. He wrote: "The play is based on an
ancient legend in which a chaste queen is fascinated by a swineherd whom she has order-
ed beheaded rather than allow him to possess her. But after his death she finds a way
to unite herself to him". The production was by the Dramatic Guild of the University
of Ottawa and formed part of the Seminar in Irish Studies held in St. Michael"s College.
By the way, the musical accompaniment was exciting.

ARS LONGA

How can the Arts and Letters Club be carried kicking and screaming into the Twentieth
Century when many members abstain from any show of enthusiasm save when they have an
opportunity to associate with famous names on an anniversary night, to dine in great
style at Christmas time or turn out in force to boast to their friends that they know
so-and-so in the cast as they enjoy the brilliant results of the hardworking minority
who put the Spring satire on the boards?

An example of the malaise that affects the Club was the ragged attendance by Club mem-
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bers at the public showing on opening night of the special exhibition in mixed media
by the Ontario Society of Artists. The artists who were represented and their friends
might be forgiven for thinking that they had inadvertently stumbled into an empty church

· forsaken by some strange nomadic sect.

Your amanuensis sends grateful words to Heaven for the fate that prevented him from
bringing one of Canada's most distinguished critics to witness this latest demonstra-
tion of mass apathy. Here was a juried, invitation show that attracted some disting-
uished applicants whose work, in a number of cases, lay rejected in the Lamps Room.
Gerry Sevier, O.S.A. President and member of our Club really put a lot of hard work
organizing this show to enhance the image of the Society and the Club in the jaded eyes
of the avant garde.

Where in Canada could you consume a cold buffet surrounded by such warm, emotional
sculpture as that created by Bill McElcheran on view from January llth to February 6th?
He doesn't fall into the dramatic excesses of the Romantics but presents real people in
contemporary situations. No pseudo-classical gods but people frozen like moving statues
on an escalator. One hundred years from now these works should be of more documentary
interest.

One hundred years from now the paintings in Renaissance '71 will probably be considered,
at least in part, as quaint examples of eclectic derivatives of the New York School of
Abstraction. The kids are having fun within the limits of a certain abstract academician
tradition of their own. Probably more refreshing that the second-hand copies of Thomas
Hart Benton, Grant Wood and John Steuart Curry that we were fed at their age. (But they
were at least gutsy!) True Abstract painters usually can draw. Some youngsters, fling-
ing their paint in the expressionistic mode of the 1950's are passe while barely out of
their teens. Some original work was on view too in the show at Hart House that will

* long be down by the time you read this. A nice touch previously unnoticed by this ob-
solete generation observer: one man shows in the main floor lounges giving young talent
a chance to be seen and old Group of Seven paintings relief from the cigarette smoke.

Ray Cattell at Gallery Moos with a successful show proving skill as the slower oils.
His ability to create the effect of texture with wet washes is enhanced with relief
actually built up on canvas through manipulation of variable drying layers of some
interesting substance be it sand, marble, dust or instant cream-of-wheat. As a noted
European artist commented: "It is high time that Cattell had an international reput-
ation". And he deserves it well compared with some of the aging enfants terribles who
have never had toilet training'

Conducted a one-man survey outside the Laing Gallery one cold Sunday. The majority of
passers-by stopped and admired a small Seago painting of a cathedral done in his typic-
al off-hand buttered-on style. They seemed to ignore a large nineteenth century dock
scene and a European abstract. All this proves nothing except that one of the Seago
admirers had a piece of meteorite he had found on a Toronto beach while hunting for
dropped coins with an electric detector. He was headed for the museum to discuss his
bonanza.

Will our Librarian please send a copy of a book on printmaking to that famed Globe and
Mail social columnist, who commented that a portfolio of Albrecht Durer's lithographs
would be published this year to commemorate the 500th anniversary of his birth. Albrecht,
meet your compatriot Aloys Senefelder (b. 1771).

* At the Mitchell Gallery, small exquisite paintings by Gary Slipper the twentieth century
spiritual descendent of Hieronymus Bosch, a favorite of Philip II. His allegories trans-
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cend the Freudian and are strangely bereft of eroticism while remaining cooly and de-

tachedly sensual. He's not a synthetic surrealist but an Edgar Allan Poe who glazes his

paintings over grisaille on a base of gessoed plexiglas. Typical of our public image,

the gallery was not aware that Slipper had ever had an exhibition in the Arts and Let-

ters Club.

Like most members we had assumed that kinetic art was scarcely a cut above the neon

lights flashing around X rated theatres and sundry bars. (As the designer of the first

neon sign in Hawaii, we are fully aware of what we started in that island paradise).

Hear now form a convert whose revelation was as instantaneous as the good Saint's on

the road to Damascus! Hasten to The Electric Gallery at the foot of Avenue Road Hill on

the west side, north of the tracks. Here you will see the refreshing art of tomorrow

presented by artists who are both engineers and craftsmen. This is the art of the fut-

ure and the creators seem far removed from frail, limp-wristed aesthetes.

If the premise that color is the be-all and end-all of modern paintings is correct,

then let us thrust forward into total color experience with subtle electronic art as-

chewing the colored dancing waters of the turn of the century musical pipe organs. On

emerging past closing time, we almost bumped into Judge George McGillivray and enthus-

iastically babbled our endorsement of this exciting art. A pioneering psychiatrist

aunt once told us that electric shock treatments were "shaking up the dice". Drop in

the Electric Gallery for some innovative dice!

(Note - a panel on this art would be an interesting and worthwhile evening session at

the Club. The ladies would love it too).

Jack Secord is having an exhibition of his diversified and popular art at Eaton's

College Street Fine Art Galleries. Of this more anon. Paul Rodrik has published a fac-

simile western and mountain sketch book of famous father Franz Johnston. If the final

results are like a proof sheet I saw at Rous and Mann the results are so authentic

they seem smudgeable. Paul's had a one man show at Eaton's Galleries too. The captur-

ing of light runs in the family.

Best wishes to Eric Heathcote who has really knocked himself out on art matters for the

Club. Take it easy. Lou Hartley is a persuasive Chairman and can twist other arms. He's

certainly getting brilliant results building on the fine foundations you laid while in

office, Eric.

Congratulations to Oxford McNeill for another example of professional work done for

pennies for the Club. The new lighting system in the Lounge has enabled us really to

see pictures that we formerly thought were painted with soup and varnish in the 1850's

tradition. All those who want to return to the Dark Ages, plump for the lights to be

turned off. In the meantime artists of the Club seize T squares, mahl sticks, easels

and palettes and lay about you for the sight to be seen in the night.

Did you see the ad for an "Arts and Letters Society" recently? We hesitate to phone an

answer to the silkenly seductive copy lest it be maison miaowl W

J.M.

* * *
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. LAPP'S CORNER

Peering out through the frosted windows of my steam-heated igloo on to the Arctic
wastes of Lake Ontario, such as it is.

The first chill concerns the forthcoming advent of the new United Church Hymn Book which
I view with the direst apprehension. The last one, riddled with distortions of melody
and harmony was bad enough but this one, slanted to urban living and the ensnarement

of that mythical culture called, "The Young" could be even worse. I hear the words of
Onward Christian Soldiers have got the axe, probably giving place to, "Onward Christian

Tenants, waging rental war", etc. However, if they leave out that delectable epic

"Will your anchor hold?" it might help a lot. I wonder if the bureaucracy foisting

their oh-so modern ideas on unsuspecting congregations ever think it might help their

attendance if they hired a few preachers who could preach. Never mind this social club

tomfoolery. I notice that even with those tired, worn out hymns, Billy Graham is pack-

ing the young people in by the thousands. Dr. Lawson and our David in Eaton Memorial

are also playing to standing room only.

Gentlemen, behold our new recording star, Bill Thompson. He has recorded two sides of

what he calls "Traditional Songs of Five Centuries" ranging from"It was a Lover and

his Lass" to "Art thou troubled?" by Handel. As poor Handel has lain in Westminster

Abbey these hundreds of years I would pronounce the question irrelevent, but Bill an-

swers it well enough to make the whole recording series worth while.

Does anyone bother to find out the librettos of the singing commercials before they

* turn them off? Dr. Vinci, they need you. Right now they could be selling hashish in

Rochdale for all we know. David Ouchterlony and Warren Mould have a most happy series

on discs this month. Warren plays music from the Royal Conservatory Syllabus and David,

narrating with his unique gift of gab, gives us a short clever blurb about each work.

What do the publishers mean, suggested price $6.95? Is you are or aint you? Don't

beat about the bush boys, just tell us the cost and cut out suggestive stuff. There's

enough of that around.

The Chamber Players of Toronto are really escalating. First, the Club, then St. Law-

rence Hall and now they are in business at the Edward Johnson Concert Hall on February

20th. and April 18th. Tickets are $3.75 unsuggested. I am plugging these concerts

because Nelson Dempster is suggested first cello.

Our Editor has asked me to recount a few of my derringdos recently. I may say that I

am now resting comfortably after ten nights with Buster Keaton, Gerald Pratley, Pat-

ricia Thompson and Clive Denton at my second home, The Ontario Science Centre. Buster

is simply hilarious and I think some of our gloomy morgues laughingly called theatres

would do well to liven up their programmes with a few of his sidesplitting antics. I

think also a few hours a week at the Film Society Theatre would do you all good

Listen to this Healey, Freddie and John. Remember how distressed you were to see our

beloved churches going nuts and resorting to Vaudeville, nudes, pot and other unsuit-

able forms of entertainment in their grab for "our precious youth". Well, now, of all

things, St. Paul's Anglican Church, of all things, has engaged Duke Ellington to let

loose his music in the chancel in some sort of Mass involving poor Charlie and the

choir. I suppose a shower of those golden shekels will make a nice ring on the collect-

I ion plate. They'll have to pay the Duke. However I hear he has gone religious so if the
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church goes into the sanctified hole and loses its ecclesiastical shirt he will for-
give their debts as they forgave their debtors and give some moola to the Lord.

Don't look now and don't snicker, I am addressing the Lyceum Club and Women's Art 4
Association of Canada at Peterborough on March 12th. with a whole lectern all to my-
self. It may not be good but it will be clean. As Dean Martin says, I don't mind a
little pornography but I don't have a pornograph to play it on.

Keith Blissell is rehearsing his Oratorio, "The Passion of Our Lord According to St.
Luke" for performance with Dr. Peaker and the choir on Good Friday night at St. Pauls.

And now, before I blow out my blubber lamp and pull the polar bearskin over me, I
would like to tell you about two five year old piano pupils of mine 100 years ago
when I was sweet sixteen. Mother heard these two moppets fighting in the hall and rush-
ed in "Girls, girls, whatever is the matter?" Connie raised a face flaming and furious
"I had two candies, Mrs. Lapp and I told her to take the biggest one and she did."

H.L.

The recording of fifteen traditional songs of five centuries, sung by William Thomp-
son, tenor, with piano accompaniment has been on sale for a month, and more than half
of the records have been sold.

The pressing was done by R.C.A. Victor Recording Co. under the label of
Canadian Ptomotion Agency.

It contains an interesting selection of Old English, Old Italian, Scottish,
Irish, Welsh, as well as Schubert, Handel and modern English songs - a whole recital
on one record - at $5.00 each. Bill will send you one if you phone him at 485-4622.

CORRESPONDENCE

To the Editor:

Being slightly surfeited with the anniversary of the Group of
Seven and the part played in its formation by the A & L, I wonder as a relatively
new member, what else the Club has done to substantially support the Arts Club in
Canada.

There must be other new members who are not aware of other mem-
orable actions taken by the Club as a whole or by members individually.

No doubt, Hartley and Bishop will provide adequate answers to
this awareness with their historical and archival display in the Lamps Room; but can 1
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a display tell the whole story? The pages of The Monthly Letter might be a better
place to educate new members. There must be others besides myself who would be de-) lighted to become steeped in our accomplishments of the past in order to transmit the
same spirit into the future.

Yours sincerely,

John D. McLean

(Ed. note: Hunter Bishop's contribution in the January Letter partly answers John's
question. Bishop informs us that he proposes to continue Club historical notes from
time to time).

THE LIBRARY

Between 1956 and 1962 the Canadian Music Council published a quarterly entitled The
Canadian Music Journal. (Our library has this significant periodical).

After eight years the Council is once again publishing, this time using the title
The Canada Music Book. No. 1 is dated Spring/Summer 1970 and No. 2, Spring 1971. The
books offer a series of major articles, reviews of books and new recordings plus a

* series of reports from across Canada. The Tom Thomson Mystery was written by one of
our newer members, Judge William Little. For many years he has been piecing together
clues relating to the theory that Thomson was murdered. His findings and speculations
make intriguing reading.

The Canada Council Collection is a catalogue describing the travelling exhibition ar-
ranged by The National Ballet of Canada. It is a colorful souvenir programme produced byRothmans of Canada. Which contains many photographs and lists all those associated with
the company as well as with the Ballet Guild.

York Wilson has contributed a book of Japanese poetry by Hagiwara Sakutaro entitled
Face at the Bottom of the World. The book is sponsored by Unesco, the translation is
by Graeme Wilson (no relation), and the Japanese-like illustrations are paintings by
York. We particularly like the fact that York inscribed his gift, "To the Oriental
Department of the Arts and Letters Club". Chuck Matthews has given five books, all
by Canadian authors. Canadian Footprints contains reproductions of 74 historic photo-
graphs, mostly by the author M.O. Hammond. Around Home written by Peter McArthur, has
an introduction by Hammond and decorations by C.W. Jeffreys, (All were Club members).
Joe McCulley kindly donated a number of books, five of which were selected for inclus-
ion in our library. Among them was a copy of the important art history of Newton Mac-
Tavish entitled The Fine Arts in Canada. Gordon Adamson sent along a wide variety of
exhibition catalogues of Canadian Art shows. Included were two old R.C.A. catalogues
as well as one covering One Hundred Years of B.C. Art.

Tom Allen contributed a copy of Vol. 1. No. 1 of Communicado, a slim magazine produc-
* ed by the faculty and staff of Sheridan College. Tom,who is editor, must have been

busy on the night of October 30th, for he wrote about the Club dinner to honour the
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Group of Seven, and about Massey College dinner held the same night to observe the

100th. anniversary of the birth of Stephen Leacock. Dick Blue has presented Rome of 4
The Caesars, a Phaidon book containing photographs and notes of the major antiquities
in and near Rome.

H.B.

On Thursday February llth. the Chamber Players again delighted an audience of upwards
of 50 Club members and friends. This was a marked improvement on previous occasions. As
usual, the programme was excellently played consisting of a Concerto Grosso of Handel,
a Concerto in G Minor by Vivaldi for two cellos, played by Club member Nelson Dempster
and Miss Carole Gibson. Of special interest was a work commissioned by the C.B.C. com-
posed by Irving Glick and conducted by him. After a short interval we were treated to
Elgar's Serenade for Strings in E. Minor, and Respighi's Suite of Ancient Airs and
Dances #3, both exquisitely played. In thanking the players, Professor Barker Fairley
remarked on the happy combination of small orchestra and a hall of adequate size for
the type of chamber music played, the excellent acoustics of the hall and a limited but
thoroughly appreciative audience.

W.A.H.
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MONTHLY DINNER MARCH 27, 1971

John Irwin, safely back from a Florida vacation, was more than a match for the

exhuberant members flushed by the promise of better spring weather. He referred at

the dinner to the 100th. anniversary of the Salmagundi Club of New York with which

we are affiliated. He read to us the good wishes we sent them and their appreciative

reply.

The speaker was Dr. Walter Johnson, Director of Research Department of Otolaryngology,

University of Toronto and consultant to N.A.S.A. on problems of weightlessness. He was

introduced by Dr. John Swanson. The problem of weightlessness was dealt with in a

* thorough manner. The environment of man in space affected his brain, the amount of

calcium in his bones and provided a feeling of euphoria when walking on the moon's surface.

Dr. Johnson had studied the experiences of skaters and ballet dancers who pirouetted very

quickly. They had trained themselves to keep their eyes open and never look up or down.

If they neglected to obey these simple precautions they would lose their balance.Naturally

the astronauts were well trained to act correctly. We had not considered that medical

science played such an important part in a space experiment, thinking that perhaps the

mechanical efficiency of the space ship was above all in importance. As a matter of fact

that large staff at Houston was studying heart beats and other physical manifestations,

not exclusively mechanical efficiency.

A film on the Apollo 12 mission was shown. This showed a large amount of scientific in-

struments being planted on the moon's surface. The film gave a very complete description

of the mission, indeed, far more than we had seen on T.V. After a very spirited question

and answer period at which Dr. Johnson was most generous with his explanations, Dr. John-

Wevers thanked the speaker on behalf of the members who left with more erudition than they

came with.

MONTHLY DINNER FEBRUARY 27, 1971

The advance notices of this most interesting evening certainly lived up to expectations

and then some! Sid Johnson and Jack Prior demonstrated their skill in legerdemain before

an expectant audience which consisted of an unusually large number of fathers and sons.

Sid Johnson's contribution to the evening was a brief history of magic. He traced the

art from the earliest times when priests practised it, down to the more recent exponents

Robert Houdin of France, Maskelene and Cook of England and Houdini of the United States.

It was not only interesting for the historical content but also for the sly humourous

remarks that kept everyone on tip toe throughout. Before going into the history of the

art Sid told how he, when a boy of 10,got interested in magic. This part of his talk was ab-
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solutely hilarious. Sid demonstrated some of the tricks which have been handed down

through the ages. For fuller study he recommended a book, Memoirs of Robert Houdin
which is a fascinating enlargement of what Sid related. This same work is available in

the public libraries, also with copious illustrations under the title, Houdin: King of

the Conjurors.

Jack Prior next appeared on an elaborately set stage. He proceeded to put on a show

passing from trick to trick which had the audience mystified. Two volunteers Roly

Pincoe and Yvon Doucet assisted in one or two episodes. We always feel sorry for dupes

such as these--- they know that they are publicly exhibiting their ignorance of what

is going on. Jack let them down lightly. Jack Yocom played background music to lull us

into insensibility at the conjurors command.

Judge C.D. Stewart thanked the two speakers for their most unusual display of talent

a sentiment which was heartily seconded by loud and sustained applause.

"EROS AT BREAKFAST" was our second play of the year presented March 15, 16 and 17.

Robertson and Mrs. Davies came to grace our hall one evening.

At our table we enjoyed "ERROR AT DINNER" a one-act play featuring David "OUCH"terlony.

Our table No. 1 rear? was served wine ordered by David for table No. 1 front? Thank you

David; it was lovely...made our evening.

What was a French phone doing in a show where the costumes were in a period long before

"Mother Bell" had been invented?

The play was too heavy with words and the timing of the show was unfortunate as it

came too close to the preparations for the Spring Revue, causing rehearsal inter-

ference,..our slips were showing. Mr. Davies was kind to us in his after show comments,

saying really nothing, for us or against.

The significant worth about the whole affair is the light of dramatic enthusiasm which

is again burning brightly. Keep pouring on the fuel and remember you cannot win them all.

SO.D.McN.

On Thursday, February 25th, Jack Yocom spoke on Public Relations at a monthly meeting

of the Toronto Branch of the Special Libraries Association. The theme of his talk was
the many aspects of public relations available to librarians.

On March 18th, Jack presented, on behalf of the Toronto Chapter of the Canadian Public

Relations Society, an Award of Merit plaque to Miss Helen Allen in recognition of the
humanitarian service provided by her column "Today's Child" which has appeared in the

Toronto Telegram over the past seven years.

John Yocom's portrait painted by Cleeve Home is the latest in the records of past

presidents to grace the walls of the lounge. The portrait is actually two--one as a
president, the other as an accompanist in which John excels at Spring Shows. It is a *
fine contribution by Cleeve.
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On Wednesday evening, March 31 members of the Arts & Letters Club were hosts to
Ontario Fellows of the Royal Society of Arts when some hundred ladies and gentlemen
heard the Chairman of the R.S.A., Sir James Taylor D.Sc.D.C.L., speak on the history
and aims of his Society. Founded in 1754, it has long fostered advances in discovery,
invention and design. Its examinations are qualifying for some teaching and commercial

posts. The fine old Adams Brothers'mansion in the Adelphi, near Charing Cross, London,
with its splendid rooms and its great library should be visited by any of us when in
London.

Sir James in a charming and witty address appealed for a more definite Canadian role
for the Society and was ably seconded in this by Mr. G. Mercer, Secretary of the R.S.A.

There was a good deal of discussion on this and the suggestion was made, and appeared
to be generally acceptable, that the Royal Canadian Institute would form a suitably
qualified and well established counterpart. The R.C.I. was founded in 1850 similarily
"for the encouragement and general advancement of the Physical Sciences, the Arts and
Manufactures". The President and four members of Council of the R.C.I. were present and
a large part of the audience seemed to belong to all the Societies represented or men-
tioned..

Mr. S.E. Weir, Q.C. of London, Ont. (A & L; F.R.S.A. & R.C.I.) presided. The Arts and
Letters Club provided agreeable hospitality and oiled whatever wheels needed oiling on
an enlightening and enjoyable occasion.

W.E.S.

ARS LONGA

High above the clouds the voice of the pilot came over the intercom, "We're
flying.....". That was it. No 35,000 feet or any irrelevant facts. Reassuring to know
we were flying. Especially when he brought us down with a landing that almost shook
the engines off. With that practice landing we thought he might have improved by the
time we reached Malton, but he clanked us down on the landing strip even harder. Must
have been a helicopter pilot...or a retired elevator operator.

Anyhow between these two landings designed to test any Timex watch we tore an art
review out of the New Yorker that stated: "painting and sculpture today are engaged in
finding their way out of abstract art". It went on to comment that the hard-line prag-
matism of the new American university art departments had changed abstract art into a
medium that could speak only of itself. It quoted Art News referring to formalist art:
" We have come to the end of the line...and image of nothing in which the same ground
is gone over and over in the same way...."

Reminds us of a comment we heard years ago in a discussion about the lack of
sound draughtsmanship taught in fine arts courses at some colleges in the States: "Any
PhD can teach abstract art'"

We're not knocking abstract art - we like all good art. But realism still seems

W to open the chequebooks in this recession year of our Lord. Alan C. Collier with spec-
tacular sales on opening night March 30th, proves that you don't have to be young,
hirsute, smoke grass and be enigmatic to be successful. Another record exhibition for
Roberts Gallery that offset the lack of red stars at the Jack Nichols and Alfred Pellan
shows, although these shows were good but not really recent work.
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The famous Alan Collier was also seen in retrospect in an exhibition opened by
the famed Betty Kennedy at The Robert McLaughlin Gallery in Oshawa. Alan goes from
strength to strength and proves that talent benefits from truly hard work.

Remember when Tom Hodgson had a one-man show at the Club. Made quite a sensation.
Well he's still working with the same lovely subject matter - only more so. We took abusiness man, his wife and a university type to Tom's recent one man show at the Merton
Gallery. Really great fun. Tom seems to be undecided whether to be an artist or a
gynecologist. Anyhow my lady university type seemed somewhat stunned. Obviously cannotunderstand "pure" draftsmanship when she sees it. If you have never seen Tom draw a
figure composition from life you have missed an aesthetic experience. Without fumblingfor form or blocking in, he puts down his sensitive lines and washes with the clarity
of a contemporary of Tiepolo. Also his large photo inspired figure paintings would makehim a fortune in New York - far superior to most of the work there.

Took my guests to the Jack Nichols exhibition the same evening for a study in
contrasts. Jack's drawings, prints and lithographs have the same charm and fine drafts-
manship that has always characterized his work. This old-timer remembers when Jack
Nichols, Grant Macdonald, Bill Winter and Jack Bush used to study with Charlie Comfortin the old O.C.A. building. Don Anderson was there too and a girl named Gwen Fremlin
who really did well in New York in the "golden age of magazine illustration" in those
dear, dark days before television. (You mean Daddy there were people living before
television).

At the St. Lawrence Centre Brecht in Bronze by Martin Kastner. Masks, heads and Ismall figures at most reasonable prices. Why don't more people buy sculpture? It lasts
for ages, shows you are a collector of discernment and doesn't clash with your drapes.

D. Mackay Houston, Wentworth Walker and your amanuesis represented the Arts &
Letters Club as a committee to give a purchase award of $500 for a work of art at the
recent 99th Annual Ontario Society of Artists exhibition at O'Keefe Centre. This was atightly juried show about 800 entries trimmed down to only about 56 accepted - mostly
by non-members. There were several we would like to have bought for the Club but they
were out of the price range for our terms of reference: A Hilton Hassell (nfs) that
captured light in a way that surpasses anything he has ever done before. Truly Renais-
sance in a contemporary vein. A Grant Macdonald - superb; and a magnificent largeabstract in metallic hues. Some good and some horrible art in this show, unfortunately
displayed away from the bar in the upper regions. LaPierre makes an honest statement
but when will his tasteless imitators get off his back?

However, your committee was unanimous in its selection of a piece of sculpture
that is in the tradition of Daumier but is not in the strictly representational style.
It has freedom of form without the classicism of a Henry Moore. You'll have to see it
to appreciate it. "Subway at Bloor" is the title and it will have meaning a hundred years
from now. It also, we believe, fantasizes the thoughts of middle aged business types
peering over the tops of their Reports on Business en route to downtown canyons in the
a.m. This was the top prize in the show.

The sculptor who won the award was Ian Trowell of Toronto who was accepted as amember of the O.S.A. almost simultaneously. Already there have been offers to buy thepiece of sculpture and the award seems to have the blessing of sculptors around town.The artist and the Club received publicity in the press.



"Subway at Bloor" by lan Trowell. Purchased by the Arts & Letters Club

at the 99th. Annual Ontario Society of Artists Exhibition 1971.

On opening night, Peter C. Swann, Director ROM was the speaker and Gerry Sevier,

President of O.S.A. represented the Club at the presentation.

lan Trowell comes from England and has lived in Toronto since 1965. He works
almost exclusively in bronze and has had a number of successful shows. The critics

have been most impressed and Kay Kritzwiser has written "Ian Trowell uses a predictably

representational material like bronze to outline startingly modern statements on today's
society".

As one business man was reported to have said about a work of art: "You asked me
what I thought about it. You didn't ask me if I liked it!"

If you do not like the latest Club acquisition do not take Dictaphone, pen or
secretary in hand to write to Treasurer Philip. You're not paying for it. The funds
come out of the proceeds from sales of paintings and works of art resulting from ex-
hibitions on the walls of the Great Hall in recent years.

Would that members of the Club had started a purchasing project fifty years ago-
although with our luck they would have bought the works of D.Auby Pastiche rather than
Tom Thomson.

Ars Longa is Ars Breva this month because your scribe was down south toiling in
the shadows of palm trees where he acquired no tan and had little opportunity to observe
the current gallery scene. He did see the versatile exhibition of Jack Secord that was

announced on a handsome invitation card.

It was interesting to see what type of art by Jack sold to the public that freq-

*uents the high traffic gallery at Eaton's College Street.

Because of being out of the country we missed the Gerry Sevier talk. What a pity...

he always has something worthwhile to say even in casual conversation. "Bullfeathers

to that flattery!", he'll probably say.
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Up in North Bay, Bruce St. Clair is doing magic realist paintings in light-filled

oils. He uses glazes that make ice look transparently icy. Among the barn raisers, he's

one of the best. Was at Aggregation Gallery that's worth a visit down on lower Jarvis
Street. 4

"Painters in Newfoundland" at the Picture Loan Gallery organized by the Art

Gallery, Memorial University Extension Service showed a sophisticated quality from

abstract to real, not phony, magic realism that should dispel in the minds of the view-

ers for ever those crass, demeaning Newfie jokes. St. John's is out to become the visual

arts capital of Canada. If they don't make it at least they are ambitious. Perhaps their

show would have had a better American press than the collection of works sent down to

Florida by Canada recently.

Overheard at a department store counter: Clerk to famed, but here nameless,

Canadian artist: "You should try the new acrylics, they're great for the Sunday painter'"

J.M.

LADIES NIGHT MARCH 10.

"Half of the beauty around us is in the clouds". So said Leslie G. Tibbles, our

man in the clouds, as he pulled us up to his level on March 10. As a meteorologist with

the Canadian Weather Service he gave us a brief course on cloud physics. This was illust-

rated with five simple coloured slides and a movie film speeded up sixteen times. He

made it quite clear that clouds are in constant change. They roll over, decompose and

form again with such speed that it is difficult to capture their shapes in a painting.

Les was still using his keen scientist's eye when he pointed out inconsistencies

in actual paintings which might have been due to the artist filling in the cloud forms
at some later date.

Speaking as an ardent naturalist and painter of land-scapes. Les advised that the

cumulus clouds were the easiest to paint but in any event only paint one type in a
painting. You will probably have to paint many clouds before you get the clouds that you
want for a particular picture. Winter clouds usually have a fuzzy outline except that
storm clouds may have a hard outline. El Greco used storm clouds writhing in pain be-
hind a painting of the crucifixion. Yet to paint an actual storm front the speed of the

clouds would only allow the painter five minutes. He showed us an Emily Carr illustrat-

ing alto cumulus clouds which had been stylized to suit the pattern of the picture.

Because the clouds are always changing they should not be solid and this he illustrated

with "West Wind" by Tom Thomson.

He made some interesting comparisons of cloud paintings, for instance a Kreighoff

together with a Constable.

Clouds at the same height should have the same appearance of size. There was an

interesting slide of A.Y. Jackson's "Barns" showing three levels. Tom Thomson's "Sunset

Stretch" was lovingly shown to us by itself and then side by side with a photograph in

almost identical brilliant colours.

For those that wish to study the subject further Les referred us to "A Colour

Guide To Clouds" by Richard Scorer and Harry Wexler, published by Macmillans.

~W.W.
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. LAPP'S CORNER

Dear Sir,

I am glad to see that you are the new owner of No. 139 and I am sure you will be very

happy there. Your house has seen some great musicians and has heard during the forty

year tenure of the former owner more beautiful music than one house could be expected

to absorb. So, do not be surprised if at times during the night the place should sudden-

ly be filled with music, fine music softly played, the sound of singing, muted brass,

violins, sighing reeds faint but very clear. If you go often to the Symphony, the theatre,

or to your church, you will recognize the theme----Sonatas for organ, Passacaglias,

Symphony, even Grand Opera, all composed and played in the house of your predecessor,

a very great musician. For forty years the walls were listening and drinking in every

note, and now, like an old'cello, they seem to still go on vibrating after the player

has gone. I know for I have heard them. Most of the music you will hear is listed in the

catalogues of the great publishers of the world, Novello,.Peters, Waterloo, the Oxford

Press, under the illustrious name of Healey Willan. If you hear Healey's music listen

and love it as we love it, and as those of us who have known Healey have also loved him.

Duke Ellington and his magnificent band appeared on schedule at St. Paul's Anglican

Church in a so called "New Sacred Concert" filling most of the pews and enhancing the

treasury. In spite of self-styled radical twitterings on radio and T.V. that everything

in this world is sacred, I don't believe there is one iota of sanctity about jazz music.

However, aided by the Duke's excellent amplification system, St. Paul's choir sounded

more gorgeously than ever I have heard them. I hope Dr. Peaker and the church can use

* some of the proceeds for a similar system of sound so we can hear Charlie's beautiful

choir like that every Sunday.

At luncheBn last week it was a special surprise to hear Gary Hall read to us an excerpt

from David Copperfield. His honest and sincere simplicity were so delightful that we

would like to have him back again.

A late bride at St. Andrews church caused me to miss last Saturday's four o'clock

organ recital by Catherine Palmer at St. Paul's, but if she's late tomorrow I shall leave

her quivering at the altar and race over to hear the four o'clock recital by Charles

Peaker, Harry Maude and Arthur Bartlett.

My lecture in Peterborough to the Women's Musical Club which I hoped would be dignified

as usualwith me turned into a near Laugh-in. They were amused when I announced that my

engagement was a financial disaster. New dressing gown $25 new toga $162, new sabots

$40, fee $50. Furthermore, Disney's had not provided loops on my pants for my belt

causing several near mishaps and the ladies to quickly glance at the ceiling. They

roared when I told them about Reginald Stewart's afternoon recital in New York's Town

Hall where the ladies had decorated the stage with beautiful bouquets of flowers. When

Reg finished at 3:30 and was about to play an encore the president of the Club restrained

him. "No, No Mr.Stewart, no encore, positively no encore" "Why not?" said Reg. "Because

we borrowed those flowers from a funeral parlour and the funeral's at four."(Correction-

Reg Godden says it was at the Royal Connaught Hotel in Hamilton about 20 years ago).

The Bible is certainly getting to be a passionate book these days. First we had Bach's

St. Matthew Passion then the St. John Passion according to St. Handel. Now good old St.

Luke has thrown his hat into the ring and has provided the words for two new Passions.

One is by Keith Bissell and the other by Penderecki, a contemporary Czeck. Keith will

conduct his Passion at St. Paul's with soloists, choir and orchestra on Good Friday

night. Elmer Iseler will be conducting Penderecki's Passion on April 7th. at Massey Hall.
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Last night I turned on my car radio and lo and behold' out came the voice of Murray aAdaskin. Murray was conducting and narrating an hour of his own music on C.B.C. and a
thrilling .hour it was too. "

On the first of April at the Church of the Ascension I bade goodbye to my former adored
boss, my dear friend and oftimes counsellor, Jack Arthur. Trying to listen to the
service, I had to struggle against the thoughts of all our good times working together
in the theatre: The Regent, Shea's, The Uptown, the Imperial. As they drove him away I
said a soft "Goodbye, Jack" but for the first time he did not answer.

I'll leave you with a cheerful little "thing" from His Honour, Frank Denton he tells me
that lawyers swimming in the ocean off the coast of Florida are never attacked by sharks.He thinks it must be a form of professional courtesy.

MEN IN THE NEWS H

We cannot help recording some of the items that come to us from the press. Therewas the one about Claude Bissell the other day that recounted the trials and tribulationsof a university president. Fortunately these trials are about to disappear but the omin-ous clouds that still hang over the University of Toronto are here for his successor.

On a lighter note there was a delightful sketch by Lovat Dickson in the Globe and
Mail magazine section of his early days in Alberta. This was a genuine piece of early ·
Canadiana.

Eric Friefield has recently captured a Canada Council award to enable him to persue
a study in the arts.

The Ladies' Night on February 17th. attracted a large number to hear J. Austin Floyddescribe the present status of the Meadowvale Botanical Gardens planned by our latemember H.B. Dunnington-Grubb. J.V. Stennson, in introducing the speaker, related many
of the idiosyncrasies of Grubb, which were recalled by many of the older members present.
Mr. Floyd brought an extensive collection of coloured slides and diagrams which showed
how the whole area would one day be a great treasure for the people of Ontario. Situated
close to a fast growing population within easy access of Toronto, Guelph, Brampton and
the new development of Meadowvale, the Gardens face over a mile of picturesque CreditRiver. Its 110 acres consist of a variety of elevations, soils and trees. Mr. Floyd istrying to follow the exceedingly fine sketch plans of Mr. Grubb. He has travelled widelyover the U.S.A. also Europe, to see new designs. He showed slides of climate controlleddomes in St. Louis and Milwaukee as well as details of Kew Gardens in England and Frank-furt in Germany. Mr. Floyd's dedication to the proper planning for Meadowvale inspireshim to imagine that the project is already accomplished. It was Mr. Grubb's wish thatthe Meadowvale Botanical Gardens should belong to the people and that the funds should besubscribed through the Foundation. Mr. Dick Blue did the honours in thanking the speaker.He noted that Mr. Floyd was in charge of landscaping the 2! acres of the Inn-on-the-Parke
Sheraton Hotel roof opposite the City Hall. He would like it to be all on the ground:
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Q FIFTY YEARS AGO THIS SPRING

During the Spring of 1921 the popular Fireside Discussion meetings dealt with

such topics as "The Relation of the Ontario Museum to Art, Education and Industry",

"The Canadian Painters", and "French-Canadian Folk Songs". The Saturday afternoon

Ladies Teas were enlivened by either a speaker, a skit or a musical programme. At the

March monthly dinner the portrait of Gus Bridle was unveiled.

On April 21st a Committee on behalf of the Club Drama Corps outlined a plan for

the erection of a permanent stage; costs to be borne by future stage productions. Three

plays scheduled for later that month were therefore postponed to the Fall. Before work

started on the stage the north end of the Great Hall was prepared for a display of

pictures, to which each artist member was asked to contribute. The raising of money was

still of great importance because in May, treasurer Defries reported that about $8.000.

more had been spent on renovation than had been raised.

The Toronto Chamber Music Society was formed in the Club and held its first

programme meeting on May 17th. Club President Massey and Secretary Bridle accepted

like roles in this new Society. The Executive struck a tentative committee of Club

members for the inauguration of a Canadian Arts Week to take place in Toronto in the

Fall.

The most intriguing aspect of research into this period relates to the scope of

artistic endeavour centred at 14 Elm St. after the Club moved there in the Fall of

1920. The original lease was for a minimum of 10 years, and the Club immediately sub-

*let the large room on the third floor to the Graphic Arts Club and a smaller room to

the O.S.A. The main-floor southeast room was rented to a Professor Carboni, a well-

known voice coach. The Ontario Society of Architects requested quarters, and asked

whether a stenographer could be jointly employed by all tenants in the building. (The

Society was not accommodated until Carboni left at the end of the year, at which time

it moved into the present Lamps room.)

In addition to its tenants, the Club encouraged the use of the Great Hall by

similar groups. By June of 1921 it had made five advance bookings for use by the Toronto

Chamber Music Society, it had become the meeting place of the Council of the Royal

Canadian Academy, monthly Saturday luncheons were being held by the Council of the

Canadian College of Organists, and the Council of the Toronto Branch of the Canadian

Authors Association had held several meetings there. Thus Secretary Bridle was able to

write to the members:"....nearing the end of the season in the new premises we have

made considerable progress in making the Club the centre of general art movements in

Toronto as designed by the founders in 1908.

H.B.

CORRESPONDENCE

To the Editor:

The letter from John McLean requesting that past actions of the Club in
support of the Arts be published in the Monthly Letter is a welcome expression of inter-

* est from a relatively new member. In salute to this interest a copy of Gus Bridle's
Story of The Club has been given to him. The Story is not always accurate, and it
bristles with Bridle-English, but it will provide him with an insight into the important
accomplishments and the dedication of members during the first 37 years.
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The proposed intermittent publishing of a factual summary of Club life of 50
years ago is perhaps worthwhile, but an attempt to describe on an on-going basis the W
significant high-lights of Club life would , I think, be a mistake. It would take in-
formation out of both perspective and context: it would not serve future members, and
it would soon raise the difficulty of determining what is significant.

The solution is a record that is permanent, complete, growing, and available to
members. This exists, of course, in the form of the Archives books. Thus members wanting
to know details of all past accomplishments of the Club need only to have: a)interest,
b) strong arms, c) time.

If John finds this reply to his request less than satisfactory, I would like him
to know that I would be willing to try to unearth answers to any specific questions on
the Club's past that he - or any member - might have.

Sincerely,

Hunter Bishop.

To the Editor:

My first contribution to the Monthly Letter was made in January, 1953; since then
I have written something for almost every letter.

Unhappily, the heady sense of euphoria that can sustain an author who has not had
a rejection slip in 18 years has been marred by the treatment of my contributions to W

recent issues of the Letter. Spelling errors, butchered punctuation, the conversion of
sentences to paragraphs, the transposing of words all have been as nettles to my hide;
but when the omission of a number of words in the last Letter resulted in an erroneous
statement being printed I felt not only stabbed but moved to write this protest.

Perhaps some of the droll things that have been done to my text might not be out
of place in Horace's Corner (not to be confused with Horace Corner, a Life Member and
the Editor of the Monthly Letter when I first submitted copy), but in the solemn con-
tributions on Library and on Archives any erroneous statement is viewed by me with
dismay.

However, I know of your concern and frustration regarding problems in producing
recent Letters and so will temper my protest by sending sympathy and by hoping that the

next issue will turn out as you would wish.

Sincerely,

Hunter Bishop.

(ED.Note: We too were appalled at the way our printers treated your valued contributions.
Please accept our sympathy and hopes for the best).@ ^
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THE LIBRARY

Manitoba Authors was published by the National Library of Canada to commemorate the
Centennial of the Province of Manitoba. It is a catalogue of the 263 items arranged as
an exhibition at the National Library in 1970. There is a preface by Guy Sylvestre, andan introduction by Wilfred Eggleston.

Three items dealing with the work of Club members have been received recently. Bernard
Trotter, an out-of-town member, has sent a copy of a report he prepared for the Committee
on University Affairs and the Committee of Presidents of Universities of Ontario; thereport is entitled Television And Technology In University Teaching. Mike Addinall has
given a copy of a work he wrote for the Ontario Department of Energy and Resources Man-agement entitled History Of The Rideau Waterway. Alan Collier supplied a catalogue pre-
pared for the retrospective showing of his paintings which opened at the McLaughlinGallery in Oshawa on March 16th, and which will be seen at 10 Ontario galleries within
the next year.

lan Murray has donated a copy of the Centennial booklet of the Confederation Life
Assurance Co.; it contains a number of interesting old photographs. Mrs. John Edison
has given a copy of J.E.H. Macdonald Design For Bookplates; this charming booklet was

Sdesigned by J.E.H. s son Thoreau and printed by the Woodchuck press. Following therecent display at the Club of the published works of Robertson Davies, we received asa gift from McClelland and Stewart copies of Samuel Marchbanks' Almanack, Feast Of
Stephen, and Stephen Leacock.

H.B.
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4) IMPORTANT REMINDER

* HAVE YOU ORDERED YOUR SPRING SHOW TICKETS?

Some tickets are still available for all six nights, at date of writing, but they are
selling out fast, so if you have not yet sent in your order, do it now. Extra order

* forms are available at the Club, if for some reason you did not receive yours in the
* mail.

* Show Dates for "UP THE CURTAIN" are:

* Monday through Saturday - April 19 - 24, 1971 at 8:30 P.M.

S Add to the spirit of the occasion by coming in "Show Biz" costume:

* Ogle the girls as King Lear

SCome as Othello & Desdemona, in Black & White

(or Lady Godiva, in barely natural color)

* Come as lolanthe, Fairy Queen (ladies only please)

* There are 2 audience prizes on each show night, 1 for the lady and 1 for the gentle- 4
man sporting the most outstanding "Show Biz" costume. So if you'd like to win a potent
potlatch of liquid elixir, COME IN COSTUME.

And plan to stay AFTER the show, when food will be served, song and laughter unconfined,

A.C.W.

****++++++++++++++444444444444
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May 1971

The Club has been the scene of many a literary occasion but May 5, 1971 will long 
be

remembered for the 50th. Anniversary of the production of Merrill Denison's play

Brothers in Arms with the author and some of the "1921" cast present. The dinner in

honour of Merrill Denison brought out a capacity crowd of well wishers and old 
friends.

Arrangements were superb thanks to carefull planning and coordination.

The head table in addition to Mr. and Mrs. Denison consisted of

Mavor Moore and his mother Dora Mavor Moore

Mr. and Mrs. Jack McClelland

The Honourable Mr. Justice C.D. Stewart 
and Mrs. Stewart

Mr. and Mrs. J.A. Cowan

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thompson and Mrs. Harold Gully

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gordon

Mr. John Irwin

Mavor Moore was Master of Ceremonies with Mr. Justice Stewart 
assisting. Messages of

tribute were read from Tyrone Guthrie, Walter Gordon, 
Carl Reinke, Algernon Black and

Charles Thompson (a member of the original cast). Mavor, in introducing Jack McClelland,

ended a long line of sayings such as "Old soldiers never die... they simply fade away"

with "Old publishers never die.... they simply re-finance." Jack McClelland in propos-

ing a toast to Merrill Denison enumerated various qualities 
and talents of the guest

of honour in an alphabetical run down of his name starting 
with M for his many friend-

ships etc. This recital was done with considerable 
wit. Merrill Denison, puckish in

his highland dress, replied with great relish. He agreed 
with his well-wisher that he

had accomplished a great deal in his long life.

The play Brothers in Arms was put on after 
the dinner. This was a highly professional

performance with Ted Follows, Ed. McNamara, Norma 
Clark and Gary Hall repeating the

roles originally played by Walter Bowles, Heasell 
Mitchell, Charles Thompson and the

Author himself. Herbert Whittaker, writing in the 
Globe and Mail the next day said of

the play... "Robert Christie had undertaken to stage last 
night's revival of Brothers

in Arms, the latest in many productions it received over the years..... It is a small

work, neat and effective, but it prompts larger observations, 
much as the old morality

plays enlarge on medieval society..... It was the greatest tribute paid to Merrill

Denison last night that the life breathed.into Brothers in Arms 
was that of a fresh,

w provocative writer with a good sense of 
theatre...."

At the end of the production Colin Tait and J.A. Cowan 
who worked at Hart House

Theatre in 1921 came on the stage with Charles Thompson 
the first of a long line of

backwoodsmen to immortalise this play.

I _

~7~v
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Those responsible for the production, in addition to the director Robert Christie

were Oxford McNeil, the creator of the magnificent set, Walter Packman, Lighting,

Roly Pincoe, Stage Manager. The new curtains under the direction of Bill 
Howard

received their baptism this evening...the stage looked sumptious'

Over a hundred --yes, count them---members contributed to the success of the 1971

Annual Spring Cabaret UP THE CURTAIN. John Snell masterminded the whole show with con-

summate ease, being responsible for the budget, players and catering, in fact, he hand-

led the whole job as if he were designing another Science Centre. The programme gave

full credit to the authors of scripts together with music composers and set designers.

Those that were unable to see the show during the week of April 19-24 will be interest-

ed in knowing who the authors were -- Peter Teeson, Sid Johnson, Ernie Newson, Cal Wilson,

John Mason, David Fry, Pat Hume, Norman McMurrich and Ed. Kasdan. Music composers were

John Yocom, Gary Hall, Horace Lapp, Keith Bissell and Bill McCaulay. Set designers were

Oxford McNeil, Lou Parker, Robin Cumine, Garth Haines, Dick Nevitt, Adrian Dingle, York

Wilson, John Secord, Gordon Peters, Don Sexton, Walter Coucill and Bill Sherman.

The whole show ran with clockwork precision. The acting was sprightly and smooth. We

cannot attempt to enumerate the different acts but we feel that special credit should

be paid to Sid Johnson for his clever monologues. Also we must thank Harry Maude for

his singing. While patrons sat at tables during the show, imbibing drinks there a fine

varied buffet was served after.

Credits for the cabaret should go also to Jack Prior the House Manager, Set Design, John·

Green and the indefatigable piano team of John Yocom and Wilf White.

The 1971 Cabaret was tops, thanks to organization and cooperation. John Irwin's address

on the final night sums up the sentiments of all those who saw the show.

"I would like to exercise my presidential prerogative to take a few minutes to ex-

press my thanks to all who have contributed to this Spring Show.

I may be pardonably biased when I say that Up The Curtain has been one 
of the

finers shows that has been staged in this Great Hall.

I know that you will appreciate the fact that many months of hard work and care-

ful planning preceded the staging of a show of the calibre of Up The Curtain.

We have been fortunate to have found a man of extraordinary organizational talent--

who has done a beautiful job of producing the show. The cast unanimously agree that he

has done one of the finest jobs ever -- Ladies and gentlemen I present for your appro-

bation the producer of the show JOHN SNELL.

And I'll let you in on a secret. JOHN has agreed to take on this tremendous job

again for the 1972 Spring Show.

And now ladies and gentlemen I present to you the distinguished actor, producer

and director who made this show come alive. He cajoled, he exhorted and he encouraged

us over many weeks. He has been tireless in his efforts to extract the best from us

all. The result you have seen tonight.

I ask you now to show your appreciation to the director of the Show -- Vice

President of the Club -- ROBERT CHRISTIE.



And now a word about the music. It has 
been the backbone of the entire production.

It was the product of weeks and months 
of composing and rehearsal.

We are grateful to this group of musicians but especially to JOHN YOCOM 
and to

WILF WHITE who have played so magnificently 
all week.

What would we do without JOHN YOCOM, without his brilliance, 
his technique, his

wonderful talents? Give John a few words 
and within a few moments he will put them 

to

music.

WILF WHITE, John's sidekick at the piano, has revealed 
remarkable virtuosity.

This is WILF's first appearance at the keyboard in the show. I hope it will not 
be

his last.

Please share with me our thanks to JOHN YOCOM 
and to WILF WHITE.

And now the ladiesI

Never in the history of the Arts & Letters Club has so 
much been owed by so many

admiring gentlemen to so few charming ladies.

We are all greatly indebted to MORNA, NORMA and JOAN. 
Their grace, charm, vivacity

and outstanding acting ability has been a joy 
to us all.

As you know, these ladies are not new 
to our annual revels. This is MORNA's 

sixth

O appearance in the Spring Show. It is 
NORMA's fifth and JOAN's second.

And despite the advice given to Mrs. Worthington, I 
sincerely hope that MORNA,

NORMA and JOAN will accept our warm invitation 
to reveal their charms once more in the

1972 Spring Show.

Ladies and gentlemen -- the Ladies!

JOHN SNELL, the producer, has been ably assisted 
by at least two men whom I

should mention.

The first is the executive producer who has demonstrated his boundless 
energy

in committee and on the stage.

I present to you CAL WILSON.

Another key man who cheerfully undertook the difficult task 
of transforming raw

written material into sparkling, amusing dialogue and lyrics -- as well as writing

much of the material himself -- a man who is a real trouper in every sense of the word

-- PAT HUME.

Key personnel in any stage production are unseen. 
They form the talented group who

pull wires, ropes, drapes, curtains, do miracles with lighting, 
use skills to transform

us with makeup, call us in time for our alloted 
acts and look after so many details all

of which are important.

I give you the stage crew -- ably led by ROLY PINCOE.

I ,
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We also owe a debt of gratitude to JACK PRIOR who has been much in evidence

all week as the genial and sartorially-splendid "Cracker Jack" front-of-the-house

Manager. Jack has been a great strength behind the scenes.

And mention must be made of Michael Schilder and to Malabars for so generously

providing the colorful costumes we have worn each night.

Special thanks go to the artists -- to John Green and his colleagues -- who

produced the excellent set designs. I am assured it was a labor of love.

And finally, but not least, may I thank you -- our audience. We have been

privileged to play to full houses each night this week. You lent an ear and drank

your beer and clapped your hands at our antics. Your warm and generous appreciation

has given us every encouragement to do our best.

Thank you everyone, especially the 100 club members who cheerfully played their

part. It's been a great Show.

* * *

As a wrap-up of the Denison dinner here is a copy of a letter received by John Irwin:

Dear John:

I want to thank you and the Members of the Arts and Letters Club for the

euphorious doings in my honor in the Great Hall at 14 Elm Street at the beginning of

the month. For me, it was a most heart warming occasion, so "trip sending", in fact

that I've delayed writing to tell you so for fear, in a manner of speaking, I might

break the spell.

The evening had so many wonderful high-lights. The galaxy of old comrades

who gathered to do me proud. The speeches of Mavor Moore and Jack McClelland. The

gift of a copy of Gus Bridle's history of the Club with the autographs of all those

assembled inscribed therein. And finally the splended revival of Brothers in Arms

fifty years after! To Bob Christie, and all those who assisted him, my special thanks

and admiration for a stunning production. I hope someone took a colorful picture of

the set, the best I ever did see.

And to you, my thanks again for a most happy and memorable evening.

Sincerely,

Merrill

The Annual Meeting.

5:45 p.m. on May 28th saw the legal holding of the Annual Meeting of the Club. See

ing that in the wisdom of the Executive the meeting was "Dry" there was an incentive

to get the meeting through as soon as possible. We hasten to add that the Committee

Reports were in no way curtailed but their approval was given in very short order.

Because the Minutes of this meeting will be in your hands shortly we shall not bore

you with an itemized account. There was the usual singing of Willan's Constitution.



with Harry Maude singing the solo part. The Choir, as always, sang splendidly under

the baton of Keith Bissell. Bob Christie read the names of members who had died dur-

ing the year. Cal Wilson and Gary Hall sang a report of the Spring Show Committee.

We have room only for one verse, as follows:

Though we know we're democratic, No success is automatic

And we want to give the credit where it's due

Without men Like Snell and Christie, Hume and Yocom, we're insisting

You can easily imagine we'd be through.

But Club' Hist'ry's in the making with this start that we are taking

To some it almost seems like their career

"Up The Curtain" was a gasser, but we think we can supass'er

Come and see us in the Show next year

After a good beef dinner we settled down to see pictures shown by Chuck Matthews and

Alan Collier. Shows of other days and pictures of the last show, "Up The Curtain"

delighted us all.

John Snell besides being the producer of the Spring Show, has a good many other irons

in the fire. Witness the following: Since last fall he has been serving as a member

of the Board of Directors of Ontario Youtheatre who will be conducting a training

programme at the National Arts Centre, Ottawa,culminating in performances at the Centre

August 16 to 21 this year, with a tour of that area and finishing in Toronto at 
the end

Q of August. In addition, John has been a member of the Study Group and is a delegate to

the Ontario Theatre Conference sponsored by the four Ontario Regions of the Dominion

Drama Festival plus North Western Ontario region and supported by the Youth and Recrea-

tion Branch of the Ontario Department of Education. The conference will take place at

Geneva Park, Lake Couchiching, June 10-13. Also, John has just recently been invited

to be a member of the Board of the National Youth Orchestra.

Peter Weinrich spoke to us at lunch on April 15 on the subject of book collecting.

He read many quotations from famous book lovers which pointed to the fact that there

is nothing like a book--or, at least, a well stocked library. He gave a few hints on

how to collect books seriously, pointing out that it requires discrimination. The main

thing is to concentrate on one subject. Modern technologies are just waiting 
for col-

lectors. Bill Shelden introduced the speaker and John Galilee thanked him on behalf of

the members. * * ,

On the night of May 17 on T.V. we had the pleasure of hearing Barker Fairley, as Man

at the Centre, expound his philosophy of life. It was exceedingly well done with Fairley

recounting experiences of his early days in Canada. His portraits, for he is a painter,

were most revealing. The sombre interpretation of the characters of his sitters was

almost ethereal. * * *

Thanks to Lou Hartley and George Foord we have more Executive lists completed in the

lounge. The gaps are being rapidly filled.
* * *

We were saddened to hear of the death in England of Mary Godwin, wife of Honorary

O member, Earle Grey. Older members will recall the Shakespearan Plays produced by this

couple in the quadrangle of Trinity College in the summertime. In many ways they paved

the way for the Stratford Theatre. Their contribution to the cultural life of Toronto

was significant. * * *

An obituary of Frank Rostance recalled that his father (although not a member of the

r
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Club) had acted in many plays at the Club and later in the Hart House Theatre. He was

one of a small band of Canadian players that came into prominence under the direction

of Roy Mitchell in the twenties.

* * *

Professor Donald G. Creighton, a new member, spoke to us on Friday April 13th. on the

subject Historical Places and Buildings in Canada. He was introduced by Donald Suther-

land as an author of many books about Canada's history, among them the life of Sir

John A. Macdonald and Canada's First Century. As an acknowledgement of his deep know-

ledge of Canadian history, Professor Creighton is now an advisor to the Historic Sites

and Monuments Board of Canada. This interesting job has taken him all over Canada to

view and assist in restoring such splendid forts as those at Halifax, Quebec and Louis-

berg--the only structures of their kind in North America. He told of recent finds of

Pre-Columbian buildings in Newfoundland said to be associated with the travels of Leif

Ericsson. He mentioned the very considerable work that has been done in Dawson City in

the Yukon.

The lunch hour sped by far too quickly. It was evident that the Professor could have

held us all the afternoon. The very large crowd--every place taken---showed how import-

ant this address was considered. Two significant birthdays were mentioned by John Irwin,

that of A.A. Beemer, 91 and Chuck Matthews 81. Dave Ouchterlony played, the birthday ,

song to which we all agreed. Thanks were extended by Lovat Dickson.

* * *

Cleeve Horne painted a portrait of F.W. Minkler the former Director of Education of

North York. Fred Kemp was present at the unveiling on May 20.

* * *

ARS LONGA

Recently we read in a glossy, but somewhat disreputable, English publication that

hippies are really a square cult of conformists, who are actually quite conservative

people living according to their own version of their parents' code. While your aman-

uensis is in no position to judge, (although he passed for a "beat" in the early '60's)

he would venture an opinion that in the visual fine arts the hips have made no signifi-

cant contribution at all. In posters, yes.' But in painting, they achieve a sort of

tattered post-war I German expressionism or a technically inept and messy form of sur-

realism.

So to those few members of the Arts and Letters Club who may feel that time is passing

them by, we say, "take heart, in the area of the fine arts, A. & L. is where the action

is "

For visual proof of this, turn to the Globe and Mail art page on any Saturday, and
you'll usually find some reference to an exhibition or the works of a Club member. So
we're the "art establishment"......so what's wrong with that? It's high time that men
of maturity stopped feeling ashamed of being good'

It's a sad thing to sit in with a group of serious dedicated university academics and

see brave men and women dejected because of the arrant nihilism of a vocal minority of
so-called "students".

Some of the recent exhibitions in famed galleries by Club members include a one man

6.



show by Dr. Charles Comfort at the Laing Galleries and an exhibition by William

McElcheran at Roberts Gallery.

When Charlie Comfort was having lunch at the Club on the day before his show opened,

one of our Bay Street members who recognizes gold when he sees it commented: "There's

a really expensive table of some of the finest art talent anywhere!" Among those present

were A.J. Casson, R. York Wilson, Al Collier, Carl Schaefer and that Merlin of the art

world, Jack Wildridge.

The Comfort show was in the great tradition of his work. A natural progression of his

talent and style. Some of the virtuoso approach of the giant watercolours of the 30's

may not be so much in evidence but the beautifully confident draughtsmanship and design

qualities underline all his works. His colours are muted, in some 
cases, allied in effect

to the late L.A.C. Panton's, but his brush strokes are alive and contribute a subliminal

action to the quietest scene.

When they sift through the ruins of our civilization 
a couple of thousand years from now

I hope they chance upon a few of the works of Bill McElcheran. His sculpture and especially

his bas-reliefs recreate the quietude and the turmoil of life in the cities today. If they

spade up some of Bill's work they won't need a Geiger 
counter or infra-red ray machine to

prove it came from the late twentieth century cola 
and hamburg era. They'll know. He deals

with the ever present now and organizes his work in a manner that shows sound grasp of mean-

ing of art history. The work of many other sculptors retrieved from fall-out 
ash will pro-

bably look like muscular or attenuated Greek classical nudes or pieces of 
rotary engines

completely devoid of contemporary relevancy.

You can come across the works of members in many a gallery, so please forgive this report-

W er if he has overlooked mentioning any of you. He has not been such a peripatetic gallery-

goer recently, not from lack of interest be assured.

By all means go to the Art Gallery of Ontario to see "A tribute to Samuel J. Zachs".

You have until the closing date, July 18th. Draw your own conclusions. 
The collection is

too vast for a review in this small space. See for yourself what dedication 
and taste

hath wrought.

Oh that we had the wit of Horace Lapp to make these notes soar above stumbling, pedestrian

prose! The musical arts are well-served by his gifted 
pen. However, bear with us while

we record the Harold V. Shaw show that was reviewed in The Globe and Mail and was on our

walls on behalf of the Mental Health Association.

The only time that we ever met Harold Shaw was on July 8th, 
1939 when that talented

brother of our ebullient member, Fred, took us on a grand tour of the old Sampson-

Matthew building, where Ports of Call now stands. We learned 
a lot about technique vs.

draughtsmanship from him on that day and now, years 
later, we acknowledge our debt to

him for a compact, crash course in advertising design and 
illustrative art. Over the

years his versality blossomed and his one man 
show gave A.&.L. members a chance to see

the results of his life long dedication to carvings, sketches, drawings and masks.

Martin Glen Loates is one of the finest depicters of fur and feathers since Audubon set

off into the wilderness to prove to his father-in-law that he could paint and 
support

his bride in the manner to which she had become accustomed. 
(This is written around 2:00

a.m. John Galilee is a persistent editor - so the marital references may be incorrect, but

U we'll let you know in the next issue if Audubon was a bachelor). In any event, in a field

overrun by illustrators and literalists, Glen's work 
stands out for its design, sophisti-

cated colour and beauty of draughtsmanship. It is good to see a young man throw back into

the teeth of the unskilled non-artists, the lie that 
detailed representational work is

dead in the fine arts. The exhibition was very popular and we welcome this 
creative young

artist into the ClubI

r I 1
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The Arts and Letters Club was represented with a halftone of the O.S.A. Purchase Award

and some "blurb" lines in "Art" published by the Society of Canadian Artists in Toronto. l
From the p.r. viewpoint, things are brightening up, contrasted with about a decade ago

when the publicity chairman commenting on publicity for the year reported in full:

"The Arts and Letters Club is now listed in the telephone book!"

J.M.

LAPP'S CORNER

Now, listen to me, you pseudo Swinburne'syou whatever you are, wherever you are and

whenever you are, keep your grubby paws out of my copy. Hunter Bishop may not have the
nerve to blast you without snide cracks at Lapp's Corner but I have and will. Last month
you erased my opening sentence to wit: "Letter to 139 Inglewood Drive" causing the follow-
ing letter to sound like "Hello Dolly" minus Dolly. Any more erasures and I will erase you
aided by my band of assassins who would love to puncture your gizzards at the drop of a
syllable. Their Trudeau cocktails could blow you to items. (No, not atoms)

I shall now begin the letter with an ode to spring and leave it be.

OF ALL THE SILLY RHYMES I'VE EVER HOID THE WOIST ONE IS "THE WINKS IS ON THE BOID".

I THINK IT QUITE MORONIC WHEN WE SINK THAT IT IS SPRINK AND BOIDS IS ON THE WINK,
HOW SILLY WHEN BY NINETEEN EIGHTY THREE THE BOIDS WILL ALL BE DEAD FROM D D T,
AND SO WILL WE.

WHOOPEE.

Elmer Iseler and his boids better known as the Festival Singers have been giving concerts
in Europe for three extremely successful weeks. When he comes back I suppose Elmer and
Jean will be off to the wilds of Maine, battling bugs and serpents. I envy them that fish-
ing and all them fish (Don't bother Swinburne, just leave it lay)

Ernesto Barbini has already winged his way to Rumania where he will conduct a season of
concerts and opera. He will conduct Tosca but not the version you saw at the Spring Revue
However, I think, they could use Pat Hume's hilarious closing line by Cavaradosi after
his execution, "I should have told her that Gentlemen Prefer Blondes'.'

Another musical bold lan Cameron and spouse have already flown to Europe where they will
be traipsing about for a few weeks. If I can overcome my vaccination phobia I might even
go to England myself and accept a standing invitation to visit my associate Friends of
Wells Cathedral.

Last month I saw Clifford Poole very nobly conducting "Pinafore" at St. Chad's Hall.
Everyone in the cast was excellent excepting perhaps Sir Joseph Porter who marred his
portrayal by an unfortunate tendency to flit. I felt that sometime at rehearsal Cliff
should have tactfully reminded him that he was in Pinafore, not Patience.

I wish the new "pop" records and their singers would take wing somewhere and stay there.
Some are so awful that I really believe these yeller and gravel voiced screamers are
actually gearing their efforts to the intelligence of their listeners.

In contrast I was invited by David Ouchterlony to a concert at the Royal Conservatory

which thrilled me beyond expression. It was like listening to teenage Heifitzes, Ruben-
steins, Primroses, Stewarts and Horowitzes. A packed Hall thrilled to soloists on flutes,



violin, clarinet, cello with some very special piano playing. They finished with a superb

Sensemble in Saint Saens "Carnival of The Animals'.'

Last week I gave an organ concert myself at Metropolitan United Church. Somewhat tongue

in cheek I opened with Handel' Nightingale and Cuckoo Concerto with additional cuckoos by

Lapp. The organ was a gorgeous five manual monster by 
Cassavant and a murrain on the

villian who dares to barque it.

For the man who has everything and who feels that his shoulder length hair is becoming

a little old hat, during the summer months I am thinking of opening a salon featuring

underarm hair styling with a fine assortment of chest wigs for males.

Dr. Richard Johnston of Calgary University, tired out from swatting insects in Florida,

dropped in at my place for dinner on the way home. He reports some brilliant 
new develop-

ments in the Calgary Symphony orchestra under the new conductor. Apparently it no longer

sounds like a Sympathy Orchestra.

Dr. Vinci, after twenty summers of inestimable service in the music scene of Banff Springs

has resigned and, very sensibly,will treat himself to a summer cottage in New Brunswick

accompanied by his charming Madame Vinci.

One of our prominent clergymen after hearing both Passions According to 
St. Luke this

season declared that he liked the one by Keith Bissell at St. Paul's Anglican Church much

better. Coming from a man of such considerable cloth who should have known his Passions,

I feel that Keith should be much comforted. Anyway, I know it will be considered 
one of

the great choral works, and should become part of the standard major repertoire everywhere

Charlie Peaker and Harry Maude both agree. My thanks to Ron Napier, Elizabeth 
Leighton and

W Mary Lou Ingram of B.M.I. who sent me these pretty cheques 
representing royalties from the

Laurel and Hardy films.

I'm sure it was a world premiere when CBC hired me to record a show in which I played page

after page of music in four different keys at once---D flat and E flat in my right hand,

C in my left hand, and D natural on the pedals. I was joined by two fine 
extremely talent-

ed organists, Catherine Palmer and Carol Pack at Yorkminster Park Baptist Church. Arriving

on time for rehearsal I wondered aloud at the delay. Tom the technician 
explained, "It's

Catherine" he said, "they're tuning her Vox Humana' "Oh," I said.

I hope everyone including Swinburne, has a wonderful summer 
and that we all come back

happy if there is anything to come back to. What with bombs, pollution, 
the government,

the opposition, the NDP, the revolution and Swinburne, one never knows, does one?

H.L.

The Archives of the Club

Some old record books provided a core for the display of various items now to be

seen in the Lamps room. Among these items is a copy of a booklet which describes the organ-

ization meeting held in March 1908; there is also to be seen the copy of The Story Of The

Club in which Chuck Matthews collected the signatures of about 500 members.

Attention must be drawn to the display cabinets themselves; they were designed by

Walter Coucill and beautifully made by Oxford MacNeil. They can be readily 
moved and will

be used for special exhibitions by the Art Committee. When not used for this purpose they

will contain archival material as part of the plan of turning the Lamps room 
into a "Club

I
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history" room.

Two other projects may be briefly mentioned. First arrangements have been made to have
the contents of our large Archives; it is expected that this work will be completed during
the summer. Second, the specialized area of audio-visual archives is now in the hands of a
planning committee of technically competent Club members. It is expected that during the
summer our tapes, slides, etc. will be reviewed and an inventory prepared. Arrangements
are being made to have any valuable audio-visual material stored for the Club by Ontario
Archives.

* * *

Ladies Night, Wednesday April 7th, 1971 was a memorable evening in that we in fact
had a lady actively engaged in preparing and presenting the programme.

Miss Ruth Marshall assisted Club member Dr. W.M Tovell, R.O.M.'s Curator, Dept of
Geology, in showing slides on a visit which they made to Iceland, an island which did not
exist a mere 20 million years ago. The party had flown from New York .to the island's Cap-
ital Reykjavik and proceeded to tour and photograph the volcanic phenomena and natural
history.

We saw the site of the world's first parliament, 930 A.D. and learned that the Viking,
Leif Ericsson left from Iceland to settle in Greenland.

Using two projectors transmitting pictures simultaneously, we saw slides of Mount
Hekla in eruption, the towns of Akureyri and Isafjordur, and Surtsey, the island which
has only in recent years been created by volcanic action from beneath the surface of the
sea.

J.B.H.

* * *

On May 13th, 1971 the Honourable John Diefenbaker, as Chancellor of the University
of Saskatchewan, conferred an honourary doctorate on A.J. Casson, LLD, RCA.

During their stay in Saskatoon, Dr. and Mrs. Casson were the guests of another Club
member, Professor Murray Adaskin and Mrs. Adaskin.

The Arts and Letters Club extends congratulations to "Cass", who has been a member
since 1920. In 1926 he became a member of the Group of Seven and is widely recognized as
one of Canada's foremost artists. He is 73.

Before going away on your summer holiday dig under your blotter to see if you have paid
your 1971-1972'membership dues. Unfortunately the Club expenses go on all the year. You
will have a better holiday if this item is attended to NOW.

* * *
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W' CORRESPONDENCE

Dear Editor:

Relative to our short discussion last Friday re the "Carey" Pipe I would appreciate very

much the inclusion in the next Bulletin, the following announcement:

PIPE SMOKERS ------ No longer need you be victimized by the accusing finger of Cancer

Research. Now at last you can puff away to your heart's content and although adding to

the world's pollution, your lungs will remain unscathed!

Mr. E.A. Carey has perfected a pipe by harnessing four commonly known elements which eli-

minate condensation resulting in a briar that can be smoked continually to the dry ash.

I answered an ad. in the Diner's Club magazine, received his literature; invested $15.00

in one of his pipes; discovered all his statements to be 100% true. I am now convinced

there is an honest man in Chicago. For the collector I would add that the bowls are made

in London, England, by, to quote "One of the oldest pipe makers in England". One may only

presume this to indicate Dunhill or Parker when assessing the quality of the product.

Carey issues an iron-clad guarantee: "Smoke the pipe for a month without rest ...... do

not pamper ...... if unsatisfied, smash and return in exchange for your cheque which re-

mains uncashed until the expiry of this probationary period." I have been a pipe smoker

for 45 years and I am convinced that this is a break-through in cancer-free principle.

My doctor believes this, too.

CIGARETTE SMOKERS ------ The Carey cigarette holder embodies the same principle for $10.00!

V Anyone for nicotine-free lungs? Write to Mr. Carey, E.A. CAREY CO., 1920 Sunnyside Avenue,

Chicago, Ill. 60640. A further tip is to request package to be marked "Unsolicited Gift"

and you will receive you pipe duty-free.

I wish to emphasize the above testimonial to be totally unsolicited.

Adrian Dingle

York University conferred on Murray George Ross the degree of Doctor of Letters, Honoris

Causa, at the Convocation on May 28 1971. The Chancellor, Dr. Floyd Chalmers made the

presentation.

The citation enumerated the achievements of the recipient commencing with:

An educator, author, teacher, scholar, administrator, Murray George Ross

comes before us not only as one who, in the usual fashion of an academic

career, has distinguished himself on Boards and in academics, before scholarly

societies, in publication, in the classroom, but who has endured the sternest

of all tests of contemporary university life: he survived as vice-president

of one university and president of another.

Our congratulations go to Dr. Ross. Perhaps we shall see more of him now at the Club.
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The list of Officers and Executive Committee for the 1971-1972 year follow:

President John Irwin, Pro

Vice-President Robert Christie, Pro

Treasurer Philip T. Clark, N.P.

Secretary Fred W. Kemp, N.P.

Asst. Secretary John A.M. Galilee, Pro

Committee Members

William J. Buyers, N.P. Wm. J. McCoy, N.P.

Frank R. Carrington, Pro Elmer S. Phillips, Pro

Garth Haines, Pro Brent Rowe, N.P.

Gary Hall, Pro John V. Snell, Pro

Louis Hartley, Pro A.C. Wilson, N.P.

J.N.P. Hume, Pro John H. Yocom, Pro

Librarian Archives

Hunter Bishop, N.P. Frank R. Carrington, Pro

THE LIBRARY

The Canada Music Book 2 is the Spring-Summer issue of the Canadian Music Council's new

publication. It maintains the high standard set by the first book and can be unreservedly

recommended to anyone interested in music in Canada. This issue contains contributions by

Club members Murray Adaskin, Keith Bissel, Keith MacMillan, and by Honorary member Glenn

Gould. The Centennial project of the Toronto-Dominion Bank was the assembling of a fine

and comprehensive collection of Eskimo Art. The selection was done over a three-year period

and in 1967 numbered approximately 1,000 pieces. The fully-illustrated catalogue is entitl-

eded The Eskimo Art Collection Of The Toronto-Dominion Bank.

If you would like to give a beautifully illustrated (and extremely inexpensive) little book

to someone as a gift, we recommend that you consider the Cameo series published by Paul

Hamlyn. In order to introduce the series to members there is now on display on the New Ad-

ditions shelf a book entitled Posters; we suggest that you look at the striking colour of

the plates and at the list of companion books on the back flap of the dust-jacket. Kings,

Rulers and Statesmen is one of those indispensable, unique and comprehensive one-volume

reference works that are now available in paper-back. This book lists, alphabetically by

country, the names, dates, dynasties and titles of all leaders from earliest recorded time.

There are a great many illustrations taken from works of art, coins stamps, etc.

Biographical inserts appear after many of the entries.

Dr. Ian Urquhart kindly offered a number of books to our library. Among those chosen were:

Toronto, Old and New, the unique and comprehensive work published by The Mail in 1891;

The First Book Of Houses, published in 1930 by Canadian Homes and Gardens; Vol. 1 No. 1 of

Apollo, the great English art periodical first published in January 1925; several old

C.N.E. Art catalogues, as well as other art catalogues and periodicals. From an anonymoug

donor came reprints of seven articles written by M.O. Hammond, as well as a copy of his

important booklet entitled Painting And Sculpture In Canada.

H.B.

-» * k
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THE LAMPS ROOM

The awaited opening of the Club's archives collection in the Lamp's Room took place

on Wednesday, September 15. For over 15 years Hunter Bishop has dreamed of having a

place to display some of the Club's rich collection of archival material. Now his

ambition has been realized. The staid walls of the Lamps Room have come alive with

dozens of photographs of former members. It is expected that the two fine display

cases will continue to be filled with an ever changing series of Hunter's carefully

kept treasury of archives. Harry Coughey framed some of the pictures. Garth Haines

and Paul Russell helped to assemble and hang the photographs. In addition Lou Hartley

gathered together some of the Club pictures. The Lamps Room will be open daily from

noon to two o'clock. Members are urged to drop in and get acquainted with some of the

Club's history.

* * *

The opening of the Club's season on September 15, was hardly a smashing success as a

dance but it did bring out a fair number of older members (A to N) who sat it out.

The orchestra did its best to coax the reluctant ones to the floor. Our President set

a fine example with his lady. Where were the younger members?

* * *

The Fall Season of Monthly Dinners started on September 30, not with a bang but

with cheers and applause. We missed John Irwin on holiday during the usual sluicing

and browsing-both up to our usual high standard. Vice-President Christie as chairman

read the names of four long-time members who had died since the annual meeting, all

of whom will be missed, all of whom gave freely of their time and talents to the Club.

Gary Hall then introduced the really exciting entertainment provided most gener-

ously by the Scarborough Chapter of S.P.E.B.S.Q.S.A. which for us non-members is the

Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of Barber-shop Quartet Singing in

America (Inc.) (I hope I have that right - if not then my opologies).

Under their Director, Gareth Evans - what else but a Welshman? these 48 gentle-

men sang an unaccompanied concert of songs old and new, with obvious enjoyment to

them and great enthusiasm of our members. Their attack, release, sostenuto, diction

and sheer musical ability made clear to us the reason for the wide appeal of their

voluntary work in bringing pleasure to many thousands of people.

The arrangements used by Barber-Shoppers are never simply tunes embellished by

three other parts, but are the work of highly capable arrangers - one could properly
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say "orchestrators" - and the clarity and precision showed the many hours of rehearsal
necessary to achieve a high degree of perfection.

Four members of the Chapter as the "Pace-Setters" showed the scope of a quartet;

and they, with an additional quartet, "The Home-Towners". gave us exciting and beauti-

ful examples the work of smaller groups.

Frank McKeown (himself a Barber-Shoppers for 22 years) in graceful motion of
thanks, told us something of the Society as a whole and of the Hospital and School
maintained by it in Wichita to help children who had difficulty in learning to speak.
"Logopaedia" as the scheme of tuition is called, has done quite remarkable things for
children (three at the present from Ontario) whose only shortcoming was an inability
to talk. That difficulty overcome these children can almost overnight catch up to and
overtake others in their age group.

A delightful and unusual evening, enjoyable and informative.

E.A.R.N.

A READING OF DON JUAN IN HELL

(From George Bernard Shaw's Man And Superman)

George Bernard Shaw had a brilliant mind, and his Dublin upbringing had invested him
with the gift of talk. He arrived in London in 1872, ten years before anyone was ready •
to listen to him. A decade of bottling up the exhuberant if often impractical ideas
churning round inside his skull gave to his oratory when he began to practise it
something of the incandescence and the spluttering effect of a Chinese cracker; dazzl-
ing sparks of light making the subsequent blackness darker than before.

Something of this was probably felt by the hall-packed audience which listened
to our drama group on September 22nd give a reading of Don Juan In Hell, a lengthy
aside which Shaw was happy to provide for Man And Superman, which not surprisingly
does not appear in the acting version. Shaw uses the Spanish story dramatised by
Gabriel Tellez in the 16th century, used subsequently by Moliere and then by Mozart
in Don Giovanni, to allow a four-sided dialogue in hell between Dona Ana, her father
the Commander of Seville, Don Juan her seducer, and the devil, the first three parties
meeting for the first time on the other side of life and conducting an inquest into
what brought them here, and their attitude towards the hereafter. This enables Shaw
to get off many apothegms and witty judgments on marriage, seduction, fertility, and
above all the Life Force which was the bee ceaselessly buzzing in his bonnet.

Morna Wales made an excellent Dona Ana, marvellously suggesting by the tones of
her rich voice and her expressions the triumphant lines which Shaw so often puts into
his women's parts. Bill Shelden, as the Commander, petrified into an honoured statue
on earth, but in the process of transferring himself to the more congenial quarters
of hell after an uncomfortably boring period in heaven, read his part with the touch
of the professional we have come to expect from this accomplished amateur. Ed Kasdan
found it difficult to overcome the innocent boyishness of his voice and appearance to
suggest sufficiently the evilness of Lucifer (perhaps Milton has forever fixed that
image in our minds). Gary Hall as Don Juan had to carry the burden of all the Shavian
shafts of wit and all the philosophy about the Life Force. He bore it with manly fort-

itude and translated the part with commendable skill, but it is too long a strain to
put on any single voice save one with the professional qualities of Morna Wales's.
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Altogether a fascinating evening, showing the Arts & Letters pursuing its true

course, and making its members gratefully aware of what they owe to their drama group.

St Observer

* * *

LAPP' CORNER

September 17, 1971

Stratford-on-the-Avon, Ontario

"Having Wonderful Time, Wish You Were Here". Remember those old postcards? Well, those

are my sentiments, as well as the twenty odd swans I have been feeding enriched bread

every morning. The Stratford Film Festival is on full strength and every night at seven

I repair to the orchestra pit of the Avon Theatre to play the piano for the silent films

of Mary Pickford who wishes you were here too. You really should be here if only to see

the new Russian version of "King Lear", which is overwhelming. They tell me part of the

Avon River, well bricked over, of course, runs under my piano, but I am not all wet yet,

at least they don't say so. Stratford has everything, even a gaudy old calliope, letting

off jets of steam with every note, sounds for all the world like those new baroque organs,

well, maybe a little better with that jazzy swingin' calliopist.

Back in Toronto I was greatly shocked as we all were at the death of one of our most

favorite people, George Lambert. I first met George when he sang with Jack Arthur and

me at the Uptown Theatre in 1929. I never lost sight of him since then until last week

* when he so tragically slipped away from us forever. I hope before he went that he had

the joy of hearing his illustrious pupil Jon Vickers singing so gloriously the role of

Don Jose in the film version of Carmen at the Eglinton Theatre. It was an unforgettable

experience.

Remember I told you about us getting the organ into Casa Loma for the Kiwanis Club?

Well, three weeks ago on their 50th. Anniversary I played the organ for the first time

in the Castle and in that great Hall it has a beautiful sound. As Mae West says, 'Come

up and see us some time'.

Any loose tenors around? John Cozens is rehearsing the Civil Servants Chorus for the

Christmas Festival of Carols in the Parliament Buildings. As Mae says, 'If you're a

loose tenor, come up and join us some time soon'.

My congratulations to Globe and Mail's John Kraglund for his review of Ernesto Barbini's

orchestral Concert at Ontario Place. Ernesto, besides being a top artist is also a

shrewd showman. I'm quite sure that John knew that Ernesto did not include the William

Tohell Overture because he was crazy about the old war horse. He didn't have to yell.

Heigh Ho Silver when he led the orchestra into the Lone Ranger music, he simply arched

his back, dug his heels in and rode the old nag to the triumphant rescue of the be-

leagured maidens about to be sawn in half. Frank Fusco and Harold Sumberg joined in the

fun, whipping the throng into a frenzied ovation.

Exciting news of out of town member George Fox and his talented family making a name

for themselves in Bermuda. Bulwarked by a staggering list of patrons, they packed the

Hamilton City Theatre with a concert of piano and vocal music that I can only regret

V not having heard. His wife Anna sang five beautiful songs and daughter Deborah played
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a wide range of piano pieces from Bach to Debussy. George closed the programme with
his own improvision on a theme provided by Leslie Betteridge. Earlier in the season
George conducted parts of the Brahm's Requeim in the Bermuda Cathedral and also in
St. John's Church Somerset.

Herman Geiger-Torel should be gratified this year at the public response to the
Canadian Opera season. Lucia di Lammermoor, beset by, let us say, questionable pro-
duction was, nevertheless so beautifully sung and played under Ernesto Barbini's
magnificent direction, that nobody gave a Hoot Mon whether Lucia died from being
pushed downstairs, or a Scotch demisemiquaver stuck in her epiglottis. I'll see
Ernesto at Macbeth next week.

Waiting for the third act of Madam Butterfly, I fell to musing and thinking that this
generation where so many of us are trying to sound bad, write bad, act bad, paint bad
even smell bad, how wonderful to see all these people singing good. Take Maria Pelle-
grini, if that girl would tighten up on her spaghetti she would be the most glorious
Butterfly ever to soar over the operatic scene anywhere. As for Fricka in Die Valkyrie,
what dastard would dare count her pounds and who cares? Her voice and performance are
incredibly superb.

These days I get some apt but rather odd requests for bridal music from brides whowant their own personal strains at the wedding. The latest was to be played during the
signing of the register - "What a Fool am I". The next item is non-musical but might
interest you. I didn't learn until this summer that at the King Edward you have to
rent a room to get a lobster sandwich. No kidding' that's what the waitress told me.

I have received several requests from a group of people for financial assistance ina project called the "Healey Willan Memorial Fund" for the restoration of St. Mary's
organ. I strongly advise withholding any contribution until these restorateurs tell
us precisely what they are up to. In my book the term "restoring an organ" can either
be good or bad depending on who does it and I know some dandy restorers. Some congrega-
tions I know got some very nasty surprises after their organs had got "restored" ten,
twenty, thirty thousand dollars later. I'll let Healey now tell you what he told me
many times before he died. "I suppose after I'm gone a bunch of blankety blanks will
start up a movement to restore my beautiful old organ at St. Mary's. Baroque probably.
Rip out those magnificent diapasons, away with those lovely string stops, shrill up
the trumpet, in short, end up with a screaming calliope enough to deafen the perpetra-
tors of the outrage, I hope, I warn you if they do that I will come back and haunt them.
I'11 give them a cipher every blasted service." And don't think he won't.

H.L.

Our heartiest congratulations and good wishes go to D.E. Kertland who was married on
August 27, in Fonthill to May Gwendolyne Bray. Mr. Kertland is one of our regular
Thursday lunchers.

* * *
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Jack Yocom was one of the recipients of the Canadian Public Relations Society's Shield

of Public Service for his efforts in organizing the CPRS accreditation programme. It'sS too bad we haven't a shield for Jack's service to the Club.

SOME HONOURS

In our May Letter we mentioned that A.J. Casson had received the honourary degree of

Doctor of Laws at the University of Saskatchewan at Saskatoon on May 13. The text of

the citation has since come to hand and we think members will like to read it. It was

read by Professor Eli Bornstein, head, Department of Art.

..... Eminent Chancellor, on behalf of the Council and Senate, I present to you Alfred

Joseph Casson, one of Canada's distinguished artists and one of the last remaining mem-

bers of the famed Group of Seven. Alfred Casson was born in Toronto on May 17, in 1898.

In 1916 he launched himself as a free-lance designer while nourishing his growing ambit-

ion to be a landscape painter. It was about this time that he first saw the paintings of

artists like Tom Thomson, Arthur Lismer and A.Y.Jackson, which made a deep and lasting

impression upon him. In 1919 Casson met Franklin Carmichael, who was a leading typograph-

er and graphic designer and who in 1920 was one of the founders of the Group of Seven.

Carmichael was a profound influence upon Casson and the two became very closely associat-

ed. In 1926 Casson became a member of the Group.

Alfred Casson has had a most remarkable career that includes a long list of honors,

awards and accomplishments. To mention only a few: he was president of the Royal Canadian

Academy of Arts for four years and of the Ontario Society of Artists for five years. He

was chairman of the Council of the Ontario College of Art; vice-president of the Art

* Gallery of Toronto; and vice-president and art director of Sampson-Matthews Ltd. His

work is represented widely in the leading art galleries and museums throughout Canada.

He has designed postage stamps and painted numerous murals.

In honoring A.J. Casson today we also honor the Group of Seven. This is particular-

ly fitting since last year saw the celebration of the 50th anniversary of the Group which

included a comprehensive exhibition at the National Gallery and the publication of a

handsome book commemorating the history of the Group. In its brief span from 1920 to 1932

the Group of Seven was to Canada and Canadian art what the Impressionists were earlier to

France and the entire world of art. The work of A.J. Casson and all the other artists

associated with the Group appeared at a time when the frontiers of art in Canada were

relatively undiscovered. These artists fostered a renewal of vision and self-discovery

and with that the development of Canadian art. In our own turbulent time the great pro-
mise of continued growth which issued from our incredible pioneers is not easily discern-

able. Indeed there are many serious and gifted artists and even groups at work in Canada
today in the '70's. Yet one wonders which of them will stand out with the same uniqueness

and strength which characterized the Group of Seven in the 20's and 30's

Another honourary degree was conferred on a Club member, this time a new member. We refer

to A.W.F. McQueen a distinguished hydraulic engineer. He was given the degree of Doctor

of Engineering by the University of Toronto on June 1. The citation is too long to repro-

duce in its entirety but a few highlights will serve to show that the degree was long

overdue..... "an early advocate of the comprehensive development of the power potential

of entire river basins--- Winnipeg River, Manitoba, Campbell River B.C., Manicougan and

Outardes Rivers in Quebec. Mica Project in B.C. the largest of the three Columbia River

development in Canada ...... must rank amongst the most challenging hydro power develop-
ments of all time. In his retirement Dr. McQueen might be able to solve some of the hydr-

aulic problems that seem to bother our house committee from time to time.

* * *
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Dr. Murray G. Ross, former president of York University was awarded the honorary degreeof Doctor of Laws at the University of Toronto on June 10. Retiring president Claude VBissell in reading the citation said...... "The office of the university presidency has
been the occasion recently for a number of essays in sardonic exaggeration. One needs,
so we are told, a blend of charisma and courage, of passivity and passion, of sobrietyand cynicism, a blend which does not, or should not, exist in any one human being. But

the basic presidential virtue, as Murray Ross has observed, is a survival. I therefore

R. McCartney Samples head of the British Government Office in Toronto and senior tradecommissioner here, was made a Companion of St. Michael and St. George, C.M.G. in the
Queen's Birthday Honours List.

THE ARCHIVES

This heading has been used occasionally in the recent past to bring information to mem-bers concerning the Club archives; beginning with this issue of the Letter it is expect-ed that the heading will appear on a regular basis.

Significant developments in connection with the furtherance of our archives collectionmay be summarized briefly as follows:

1) there now exists an Agreement signed by our Secretary and the Director of the Arch-ives Branch of the Ontario Government which will result in the micro-filming of thecontents of the Archives Books; 2) a committee has been struck to collect, review,catalo'gue and file relevant audio-visual material; 3) items of historic significance

are now on display in the Lamps Room; 4) photographs of notable former members are be-ing collected for display in the hallway.

We are indebted to Bill Shelden for making photographic copies of individual picturesand of displays, to Lou Hartley for preparing a key to identify photographs in the hall-way, and to Messrs. Haines, Hartley, Teeson and Russell for assistance in hanging.

Gifts to the Archives which are now on display in the Lamps Room include a dozen old
photographs given by Mrs. Alexander Fee; these belonged to her father, C.W. Jefferys.
The original etching of the exterior of the old Court Street quarters - reproduced in
Bridle's Story Of The Club - has been received from Mrs. C.D. Shadbolt; the etching wasdone by her father, Stanley Turner.

Chuck Matthews has donated a number of items to the Archives and has helped obtainothers (it was through his good offices that we obtained the Turner etching). Chuck has
recently given a photo of Ivor Lewis and of Ernest Sampson, and has loaned for reprod-
uction a photo of the original B.O.F. group (certain poker-playing members who bandedtogether 40 years ago). He has also given a signed copy of a Jackson sketch of Bantingat St. Tete de Caps.

Walter Moorhouse has donated a large number of items to the Archives file; included are
Christmas dinner programmes, newspaper clippings, notes on Club architects, etc. Refer-
ence to the Archives file brings the confession that we are sufficiently squirrel-liketo maintain a file for relevant "non-club" material; Bill Duthie has contributed to this
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file by giving programmes of the first two plays ever produced by the Crest Theatre.

H.B.

* * *

ARS LONGA

First a quick report from a variety of cities befbre getting down to covering A & L

activities.

Strange what a brouhaha is made in Toronto about some large, hard-edge abstracts on

inelegant walls when our friends in Mexico have been decorating their buildings and

using sculpture with architecture with vigor, style and elan for over two decades.

Up here,in Canada and the United States we swipe a lot of the Mexican ideas in texture

and technique while smugly feeling superior. On the other hand, many Mexicans have

probably been inspired by Tapies and other Spaniards, while adding their warm colors to

the muted Spanish earth pigments. Also strange, have you noticed that in cities such as

Mexico, D.F., New York, Vancouver, Montreal, New Orleans and Toronto, you can see the

same old, tired machine-churned "fine art" that you can find in such places as Dallas.

The other day, a young mathematical intellectual, who has artistic aspirations, but

has never started to paint because he cannot find the right tube of gamboge exulted:

"I have just bought a snow scene for $125 in this place where there is a sale for only

a week. It's by an Austrian artist whose father was a painter too' What do you mean,

has it got a money-back guarantee?"

Noted at the Mount Royal Club, where there is a fine collection of paintings, a large

W canvas by Gustave Dor My generation spent their playpen days peering at Bible illust-

rations by this profilic illustrator of the 19th century who, it is said, died of a

broken heart when his mom passed away and his paintings were accorded the same adulation

as his turbulent engravings and woodblocks.

Remember about two decades ago when Parisian businessmen would call up for the latest

quotation on a Bernard Buffet? Well according to a dealer in Montreal he's still a bet-

ter buy than bonds, increasing in value by 15% per annum. Seems you pay more for him in

the U.S. of A. too.

Also in Montreal popped into the Garner-Rothschild Gallery that had just opened its

doors to concentrate on Montreal artists with a higher degree of technical sophistica-

tion. Apparently the Gallery was planning to set out chairs for those visitors who

wished to sketch and copy rather than pay $1,000 and more for the paintings. Styles

ranged from the figurative to the purely abstract and had a Gallic flair that makes

Montreal a somewhat different aesthetic experience than Toronto. Both cities are fine

mind you... but "vive la difference!"

Out west at Jasper Park Lodge, disguised as a bear and welcomed by undergrads into a

discotheque where previously booed as overage when wearing a black tie, marvelled at the

grandeur of the scenery and pondered the fact that the mountains have defeated more
painters than Alpinists. Even the Western artists cannot seem to ascend those aesthetic

heights.

Now back tc Toionto, where it would be nice to see some buildings designed with Mexican

daring - sopeciallyg canes, swirling and staggered geometric forms - rather than dra boxes

and rectangles. Even the traffic gives you a new dimension in daring either as driver,

or especially as pedestrian.

I
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Modest but rewarding the exhibition of Frank Carmichael's work on the walls of our
Great Hall. Makes you wonder what all the fuss was about fifty light years ago. Con-
servative now they were daring in their day. Good portrait by Fred Haines, his boss atO.C.A. This reporter remembers Frank gently chiding him for using too many lines to draw
one of those old two-piece phones. Get it right the first time, was the motto, and no
swirling, oblique approach like in some life classes of the day. His show continues.
Get down to the Club to see it.

At the McMichael Conservation area galleries in Kleinburg, a showing of the works of
Glen Loates, who joined A&L around the time of his first Club exhibition. John Q. Publiclikes his work and coos lovingly "just like a photograph" while subliminally influenced
by his strong design sense. Pop up, before October 16 to Thornhill Public Library to see
drawings by Thoreau MacDonald. A rich visual experience.

Noted on a stuffed shirt cuff: Hauntingly beautiful nude ladies by Jan de Ruth, buttered
on the canvas at Lillian Morrison Gallery, Brash, photo magazine nudes, swimming poolsand gracefully draped textiles at Morris Gallery in summer policy to give unknown young-
sters space in summer months. Dali at Kar Gallery with collages blended with gouache.
Hard worker with delightful technique. Showman too. Why be a shy bookkeeper type if
you're good?

Have you seen the typical Alan Collier in the Lamps Room, gift of the Spring Show. A
fine start to the Club's Heritage Collection, that should be priceless in the future
when painting is replaced by three-dimensional, environmental t.v.

You too can be a benefactor with your own, easy, do-it-yourself gift. Take a look at
that red page you got recently and if you can discern the names in the after - imagedecide what you can donate to the Club. We once heard a very , very famous Canadian say,
on seeing a large painting in his new office: "Looks like something a man would give to
his Club". Well we don't want that kind. (P.S. it was sold at auction for a fine sum.
It was by a Club member of long ago).

A committee is being formed of legal and artistic professional calibre to review dona-
tions. Works must be by Club members so if you have a Leonardo da Vinci, a Vermeer or
a mere Dtrer, don't send it in... they aren't (sob!) members of the Club.This is a gen-
uine project to be taken seriously in attempt to make up for treasures not collected in
the past. We're building for the future. So remember Heritage Collection... that's
Heritage .

Joy to behold Lamps Room with many of Club's treasures on view. Rewarding to peruse
documents, study photographs and admire paintings that are nucleus of Club's Heritage
Collection. Special thanks to "Cass" Casson and Jack Wildridge for beautiful restoration
of Court Room Club scene. Dr. Casson set the same palette as Sammy Sampson and painted
in the destroyed parts with true authenticity.

Hunter Bishop, Archivist has got to be one of the most dedicated in the world and his
show is just great. Lou Hartley, Art Committee forms a fine, albeit disparate team with
Hunter. But they give you good value for your fee money. If you haven't sent your fees
in yet, you realy are getting excellent value... but shame on you, unless you're unem-
ployed like a lot of your countrymen who voted for the Just Society.

If you resolved to make a drawing a day-nulle dei sine ligne (I think) you would become 4
a great draughtsman and have 500 drawings stashed away for a half a century in the
vaults of the Ontario College of Art. (Better to drink beer on the beach?) In any event,rumor has it that that's where many of Robert Holmes' drawings are located. Lou Hartley
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is anxious to dredge them up and display them on the walls of the Great Hall of A & L
where the artist died while giving a talk and from where he was buried.

, -Je close with a plea for forgiveness for any sins of ommnission. Restitute of credits or
reputation cheerfully given in the next script on receipt of any hot letters. See you at
the bar gazing at Superman Swinton by Superartist Sevier!

J.M.

If you want to identify all the Club Members in this painting
see the key in the Lamps Room.



Alan Collier's painting presented to the Club's Heritage Collection
by the Spring Show is a fine example of his mountain paintings.

CORRESPONDENCE

To the Editor:

Some one tipped Gordon Sinclair off to the fact that I worked hard at Hart House
Theatre during its first two years. Vincent Massey, a Club member, appointed Roy Mitchellto direct all the plays there for two years. I joined the Club in 1929 and became agreat friend of many members -- Lauren Harris, A.Y. Jackson, Arthur Lismer, Healey Wilianand many others. When Napier Moore started the Spring Revues he got me interested andI played various parts for a good many years. Naturally I was a great friend of men likeIvor Lewis, Professor Ernie Dale, Merrill Denisono. Gordon Sinclair was particularlyinterested in the University of Toronto re-union with my Master of Arts with my daughterMrs. Sue Batten 25 years old with her BoA. Apparently it is quite unique in the Univ....
sity's records..... I don't get to the Club much these days because I have had two ill-
nesses recently. I do enjoy the Monthly Letter and some of the senior members will t remem-

Elton Johnson.

* * *
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* OBITUARIES

July took from the Club two of its oldest members. Arthur Beemer and Harry Blake. In

endeavoring to get information on the members we naturally turned to Chuck Matthews and

Walter Moorhouse. We acknowledge their assistance with grateful thanks.

A.A. BEEMER

On the occasion of his 91st birthday on April 13th. the Club paid tribute and extended

congratulations to Arthur Beemer. Now three months later he has passed on. Walter Moor-

house recalls that Arthur's father was supervisor of the Psychiatric Hospital at Mimico

and assembled an excellent cricket team among the patients. Arthur used to play with

them and was a competent cricketer. Arthur was one of the fast diminishing group who

knew the Club in Court House days. He joined in 1914. In those early days and in the

first years at Elm Street, black face minstrel shows were an annual feature. Arthur was

always an "end man" and carried most of the jokes and other chatter. Later he took part

in many of the Spring Revues in Napier Moore's time. His many interests however were in

music and in painting. In the early days he had his own company selling pianos bearing

his name. Many years ago he founded the real estate firm of A.A. Beemer and Co. He was

noted for his knowledge of the Toronto market and for his integrity. While not an archi-

tect he designed and built numerous houses including those of Sir Ernest MacMillan on

Park Road and of Sir Robert Falconer on Glengrove Avenue. Arthur's appreciation of the

part the Club has played in his busy life was summed up by his son when he acknowledged

the Club's floral tribute. He wrote, "The Arts and Letters Club was always a most fond

and important part of father's life. He treasured his friends in the Club and enjoyed

the many years of his membership".

. HARRY M. BLAKE

Harry joined the Club in 1926 and this year was made a life member. He left Toronto when

he was a young man and went to Vancouver. There he found employment in several news-

papers as a ub, reporter. Later he became editor of the Penticton Herald from which he

left for overseas in the first world war. He was severely wounded in action and was hosp-

italized in England for some time. Afterwards he returned to Toronto and was employed by

the Ontario Government motion picture department, working with George Patton. When that

department was abolished he became a writer with the Ontario Hydro Electric Power Com-

mission from which he retired a few years ago. Chuck Matthews writes: "About Harry Blake

I can only comment that many whom we count as friends are really only acquaintances of

whom we know little other than that they were likeable chaps. Greeting them and receiv-

ing their greetings in return warmed the cockles of one's heart. Harry was one of these".

GEORGE LAMBE RT

We are mourning for the last of the triumvirate these days. How many times "Mazz", Fred

Silvester and George Lambert lunched at the Club as a trio no one knows but it was more

than enough to become an institution of the most welcome variety and now all three have

daid au revoir - George on Monday, September the 13th.

For almost forty years George Lambert was a member of the Singing Faculty of the Cons-

ervatory but he was much more than that. Since his death, a literal flood of comment,

spoken and written, has come to me confirming the fact that in so many of our minds he

* was "Mr. Conservatory" - a title which I think he would have liked. He earned it not

only through artistry and devotion to the school and to his students but by the sort of

adherence to integrity which made rules of ethics superfluous.
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I wonder if the choir beyond mortal comprehension is being enriched by the presence of
our old and dear friend. If so, I hope he is assigned the solo part in the "BOAR'S HEAD"
and I envy them the sound of that shrill unexpected whistle which we laughed at so often
during festive occasions.

D.O.

* * *

ILouis Keene's telephone number was omitted by mistake from the recent list of mem-

bers. He would appreciate a call from his old friends. His number is 1-844-6189

Oakville.

THE LIBRARY

Early Painters And Engravers In Canada, by J. Russell Harper, is a comprehensive diction-
ary of all known artists who were born before 1867 and who worked in Canada. Each entry
gives the available basic information about the artist such as date and place of birth
and death, important details of his life, public exhibits where his work appeared, col-
lections in which he is represented, and a key to biographical references. This is an

impressive reference tool for our library to have, for there are over 4,000 entries
listed.

In 1932 the late Lorne Pierce, then editor of The Ryerson Press, published a little book-
let of which 475 numbered copies were put on sale. This essay, entitled Unexplored Fields
Of Canadian Literature, grew out of a request from the Toronto Branch of the Canadian
Author's Association to provide some sort of a dependable road map for the young writers.
A totally different example of Canadian literature is found in Storm Warning, a provoca-
tive anthology of the works of thirty young poets selected by Al Purdy. A charming col-
lection of wonderfully nostalgic old photographs is found in Mike Filey's paperback book
entitled Look At Us Now.

Emmett Lewis has very kindly given a copy of the fascinating At Home In Upper Canada.
The book is by Jeanne Minhinnick, who autographed the copy given to us, and who is an
authority on domestic life in pre-Confederation Canada. The wealth of photographs and
drawings make it an outstanding reference work. Bill Shelden has given a copy of The
Shakespeare Festival, which tells the story of the initial five years of Earle Grey's
summer festival at Trinity College. Lou Hartley has passed along Architecture Canada,
the 1971/72 Directory. Marty Ahvenus has given a copy of Nova Scotia Furniture. Mrs.
Girard, Secretary of the R.C.A., has given a number of exhibition catalogues.

H.B.

* * *



November 1971

We were glad to see John Irwin in full bloom on the occasion of the monthly dinner
on November 25. A large crowd assembled to consume a perfect dinner of roast beef
and Yorkshire Pudding. The President again had the pleasure of recognizing our
perpetual members Chuck Matthews and Ralph Eden Smith. New member Gordon Rice was
introduced by John McLean. The entertainment consisted of three segments. First
Michael Schilder assisted by John Prior, gave a demonstration of make-up. He
transformed the youthful visage of Gary Hall to the sedate picture of Mark Twain
with professional excellence. Then Gary Hall proceeded to give readings from
Mark Twain's writings, these were very well received. Following that Vic Brooker
assisted by a xylophonist and a 'cellist demonstrated the works of Duke Ellington.
Vic's virtuoso performance at the piano either wrecked it or helped it. Time will
tell. Vic's introduction and interpolations were interesting and informative.
Bob Christie did the honours of thanking the performers for their excellent contribu-

* tion to the evening's entertainment.

The Hall was packed at lunch on November 18 to hear J.A. Kennedy describe the history
and function of the Ontario Municipal Board. There were many of our lawyer members
present. The OMB was founded in 1906 as the Ontario Railway and Municipal Board but
as the province has grown planning and zoning have added greatly to their duties.
Mr. Kennedy stressed that in the development of cities emphasis should be placed on
amenities and the quality of life rather than physical growth. Afterwards our own
Harry Ross, Lou Hartley, Dick Blue and Harold Day directed questions which
Mr. Kennedy answered with lucidity. Strange that the name Spadina was not mentioned
once' It was, however, inferred. John Irwin introduced and Ed. Kasdan thanked the
speaker.

There was something about the October 28 monthly dinner that recalled old times, old
friends and old tunes. First of all, we were glad to see John Irwin back in his
presidential robes looking better but not quite restored to his usual self after a
few weeks of rest. There was a large turnout which included old timers such as
Chuck Matthews ( who acted as Chaplain ) Gordon Davies and Ralph Eden Smith - who
joined the Club some 60 years ago. Past Presidents Jim Wardropper and John Yocom
were present. New members John North and John Stohn were welcomed. John Irwin

() referred to the Heritage Collection---pet scheme of Lou Hartley. Already a size-
able number of pictures has been donated by members. The entertainment of the
evening was introduced by Gary Hall. He made an excellent M.C. with just enough
short stories to whet the appetite. First Bob Cruickshank and his guitar literally
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had everyone singing--songs of long ago blending the one into the other, songs such · '
as Pack Up Your Troubles, Shine on Harvest Moon (without Kate Smith) and others too
numerous to mention. Jack Prior then took over with a dazzling display of paper
cutting and similar wizardry. In different vein Francesco Fusco who just happened
to have his violin with him played several pieces without piano accompaniment. Talk
about soothing the savage breast, Francesco had us in the palm of his hand. Next,
Norman Alexander, suave, sedate and upright sang songs made popular in music halls
by George Robey. Lastly, our own Sid Johnson with his seemingly simple tricks and
his inimitable patter delighted us all. It was a grand relaxing show and what was
all the more significant, it was our own home talent.

Lotta Dempsey wrote in her column in the Star about the Club's Heritage Collection
and plans for increasing it. All well and good. Unfortunately she dropped a few
names of those members who are being eyed by the solicitation committee. Alas, our
name was not mentioned. How can Lotta overlook our magnificent collection (?) of
Tom Thomson's. Franklin Carmichael's and Varley's -- all on coated stock of the
finest quality?

Malcolm Ross, Professor of English at Dalhousie University, Halifax sent us an

interesting folder on the forthcoming attractions at the University's newly opened
Arts Centre. Malcolm Ross is Chairman of the general committee on cultural activ-
ities. By the way we learn that Elmer Iseler was awarded an honorary degree at the

opening of the Centre on November 19. His Festival Singers performed at the opening
too.

Bill Swinton received the Degree of Doctor of Science from the University of Glasgow

in June. He is an Honorary Fellow of the Academy of Medicine (a rare honour for a

non- M.D.); a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts; has been re-appointed a member of

the Board of Governors of the Ontario Science Centre until 1974. He is also a

Director of the Metropolitan Zoological Society and an Honorary Trustee of the Royal
Ontario Museum. His famous book The Dinosaurs has just been translated into Africaans

and Japanese. In spite of all these accomplishments and as well as his teaching at

Massey College, Bill still finds time to enjoy the Club and actually speak our language.

It's a pleasure to welcome new members and to meet them at lunch. Here are some of

them. Gordon Rice, who is a professional photographer, hopes to help in the Spring

Show by reason of his hobby of furniture and exhibit design. Donald Aitken who is a

physician is interested in Drama and Acting, obviously a welcome addition to the

Drama Group. Wilfred J. Wilson of New York and therefore a non-resident member, is

a corporation lawyer with wide interests in music theatre and painting. His legal

specialty is in Anti-Discrimination on which he lectures frequently. When he visits V
Toronto, which is often, he might address us at lunch. John Stohn while profession-

ally a member of the Clarkson, Gordon firm is also much involved in sculpture. He
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B has had many one-man shows. He feels that his skills could be used in Spring Shows

as well as the Art Committee. John B. Reynolds, a P.R. man with IAC Limited, is ready

to help with his writing ability. He modestly states that he might be able to wield

the hammer and the saw. John North is an interior decorator with the Robert Simpson

Company for the past 25 years. No doubt about it, John will find many opportunities

for using his talents of painting, sculpture and decorative art. His special hobby

is collecting antiques. He will find many to select from in the lounge most days!

Wessely Hicks, known to most of us as a writer and columnist, with his wide general

knowledge he will no doubt be able to confound, when necessary, his fellow lunch-

eoners. Well, there they are. Won't you greet them next time?

Another delightful evening's concert was given at the Club on Thursday, November 11.

A fine dinner in the old English style of roast beef and Yorkshire "pud" with approp-

riate desserts and coffee was served. We were glad to see our good president enjoying

himself. The audience was a good one, much better than formerly when, on two occasions,

very few turned up. This is a very satisfactory sign as the Chamber Players deserve

all the credit it can get and what is more important, all the support it can have from

the public. (because this concert is covered in Lapp's Corner we shall not include

Bill's critical notes. Ed.) May we hear more from these young people, and our warmest

congratulations to its director and fellow member Victor Martin. A pat on the back

too, to member Nelson Dempster for his excellent work on the 'cello.

W.A.H.

e FIFTY YEARS AGO THIS FALL

In September of 1921 the Royal Architectural Institute held its convention in

Toronto and the Ontario Association of Architects was granted permission to use the

Club rooms to entertain the visitors..

During October and November luncheon attendances averaged 60 and 65, respectively

per day. The maximum resident membership (325) was reached; two thirds of the members

were in the professional category. A committee was struck to negotiate with the St.

George Society concerning a reduction in rent for a six year period.

The production of three proposed plays was cancelled. The Executive authorized

payment to the Club Drama Corps re a debt, but asked that in future all proposed

expenditures be submitted to the Executive before being incurred.

The north wall of the Great Hall was covered with panels painted by George 
Reid

(all that remains of these is the one of the Viking ship, which 
was installed above

the proscenium arch 24 years later). The panels were the subject of a poem read by

the president, Vincent Massey.

The theme of the October annual meeting was a Harvest Home Festival. 
At the

Christmas dinner the processions assembled in the third-floor studio rented by the

Graphics Art Society; Ernest MacMillan was at the piano, 
and during the two-hour

programme selections were played by the Adanac Quartet.

H.B.
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CULTURAL HOT-LINE

If you hear of someone coming to town, who is distinguished in the arts as a pro-
fessional or patron, call John A. Morrow 368-7432, Locals 479 or 244. (Please do
not call collect if you pick up a hot tip in Florence!) Then we'll see if we can
invite him (or her!) to be a guest at a Club luncheon and possibly say a few words.
Thank you:

LAPP'S CORNER

My one complaint against our Club is that our memories are short, far too short.
For instance, of all the hundreds of internationally famous people who have trod
these boards only a handful of originals have an inkling as to either who they
were or what they were. Mention Boris Hambourg to anyone under 35 and he might
tell us that Boris played the trombone. Well, it now looks as if this will never
happen to our beloved friend Ettore Mazzolini, affectionally known as Mazz.
York Wilson and Cleeve Horne have collected a dozen paintings, most of them in
tribute to Mazz. himself, which will be hung in the concert Hall of the Conservatory
of Music and formally presented to the University of Toronto by Joanne Mazzolini on
November 27. This collection is but the nucleus of a larger one which will grow as
additions are made from time to time. A great tribute to a very great person.

With surprise, a bit of shock and a considerable horror I learned last week that
on Sunday November 14, Dr. David Ouchterlony would celebrate his twenty-fifth year
and his 1300th. Sunday as organist of Timothy Eaton Memorial Church. I didn't
think he was that old. Great Heaven I didn't think I was that old. A crowded
church heard his new anthem, "Praise God" for the choir, soloist, organ and orchestra.
Dr. Lawson then gave him the pulpit from which David gave an address, I think, or it
could have been a near sermon. He, of course is no Billy Sunday, he did not save any
souls, he did not even walk on the water, he just gave us one of his excellent talks
which we have all enjoyed so much for even longer than twenty-five years. Now, give
a look at what twenty-five years have done for me. Do I rate a pulpit? No, not me.
After twenty-five years messing up the stage, radio, television, or anything else I
can mess up, I find myself in a stall at the St. Lawrence Market every Saturday
morning selling Eggs, jam, honey and onions part time. Jakie, my egg man for the
last twenty years, about three weeks ago developed a pair of delinquent kidneys, so
I now mind his stall while he shuffles across the street to seek sanctuary in the
bathroom. I may say that it is only because Jakie is a special friend, who, as I
boast, lays the best eggs in Ontario, that I act as his substitute purveyor without
portfolio and without salary, which is me all over, Mabel. (not even a cracked egg? Ed.)
Those fine 4 o'clock organ recitals by Dr. Charles Peaker at St. Paul's Anglican
Church Bloor Street are on again this season. December 4 Charles Peaker, Gaynor-
Jones Low in Bach's Cantata "Blessed Morn when Jesus Was Born", Keith Bissell's
"Organ Sonata" played by Charles Peaker. December 11 - A recital by David Ouchterlony,
December 18 - The Salvation Army Brass Band with organ.

Arthur Ament claims I talk too much about other things than music in my small corner,
to which I reply that in my mind music is a part of everything I say. For example,
I'm fed up with certain people who keep on bitching the CBC and of course the United
States. So I delight in reminding them that without the CBC we would still be listen-
ing to " Hearts And Flowers " or " Jada " and if it were not for the U.S. in the last
two wars our National Anthem would now be "Deutchland Uber Alles" and the "Horst Wessel
Song". See what I mean? If Belvedere cigarettes taste as bad as their singing comm-
ercials I'll stick to my wild, wild cubebs.
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°' The music of the Chamber Players becomes more interesting and more elegant every

time I hear them. Their last concert in the ALC Hall--a capacity crowd--was

superlative. I never heard Sir Ernest MacMillan's Sketches For String Orchestra"

and Tchaikovsky's "Suite for Strings" to greater advantage. They repeated the

programme on November 20 in the MacMillan Theatre.

If that 13 page treatise sponsored by the Toronto Symphony entitled "Poetic Idea

of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony does not win the Stephen Leacock award for the

year's funniest book, I'm P.G. Woodhouse.

For many years all of us, I guess, have fruitlessly speculated as to the identity

of those arch villans on the Canada Council ladling out great gobs of the groaning

taxpayers' dough to more or less deserving other arch villans. When I get my grant,

change that to arch benefactors. Anyway, last night on the Don Sims Show two of

these mysterious gents were unmasked revealing no arch villans at all but the well-

known and popular features of Victor Feldbrill and John Kraglund. As I have known

both Vic and John for years a new hope has blossomed in my panting breast that I

may soon pack my bags for Europe and begin an exhausting research on what effect

topless or (and) bottomless has on the French cooking at the Mynah Bird.

"The Mystery of the Missing Organ Pipes" by Earle Stanley Lapp is almost ready for

publication. Soon after I warned you not to invest without investigation in the

Healey Willan Organ Memorial Restoration Fund a charming young lady phoned me to

say she would like $25,000. I replied that my purse was downstairs and I would have

to see what was in it. As I could only find 25¢ I had to disappoint her but seized

the opportunity to ask just what her committee was contemplating in the way of

changes, such as baroqueing, new organ pipes, etc. etc. She replied that not one

* pipe would be taken out or put into the organ. Sensing a mystery here, I called my

man Watson. Donning my cap and cape and hastily snatching up my opium pouch,

Sherlock Lapp hurried over to the church. In no time Sherlock learned that 61 pipes -

the Doppel Flute Stop--had been removed and sold to a Greek lam Anonymous, who had

resold them to his brother, another Greek, Kalme Anonymous. After a furious gun

battle in which Kalme was done in, Sherlock Lapp triumphantly returned with Healey's

Doppel Flute (61 pipes) in the luggage compartment of his car where they now rest

awaiting Ecclesiastical dispensation. In the meantime what does Sherlock do with

the Doppel Flute? Several frivolous suggestions have been made but they are entirely

distasteful and quite undignified. Sherlock therefore is closing the case with this

warning that anyone tampering any further with Healey's Doppel Flute (61 pipes) will

wish to heaven he hadn't.

H.L. ConanDoyle

"Tomorrow's Taxes" are perhaps beyond the scope of this journal of the arts

but the recent address to The Canadian Club Toronto, on this subject by Eric Ford

F.C.A., alias "Judy LaMarsh", justifies an exception. It was a delight to hear

Eric speaking on what is not only a much discussed and complex topic but one which

can bring out the partisan with much emotion. His lucid, objective commentary on

the Tax Reform Bill with frank praise and blunt criticism was both refreshing and

constructive. The Chairman, in thanking Eric, observed, without elaboration, that

the number of those present to hear him was exactly the same as at the very large

* previous meeting to hear the Archbishop of Canterbury'

W.W.
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THE ARCHIVES

The Audio-Visual Committee met on a Sunday morning to begin the arduous task
of sorting, identifying and cataloguing all slides and tapes belonging to the Club.
Al Collier and Yvon Doucet managed to outfox an uncooperative projector, and
Roly Pincoe is continuing the workmanlike listings initiated by Bob Wright.

For the past several months the two display cabinets in the LAMPS room have
contained an exhibition of early records dealing with the Club's formation and
history. It is anticipated that by the time this is read an exhibition of items
published by the Club will be on display.

The chairman of the Art Committee received from Ralph Dilworth an engraved
book plate designed for him by the late Scott Carter. As it is thought to be
more an item for the Archives than the Heritage Collection we are gratefully
acknowledging its receipt under this department.

Ralph Eden Smith has given for copying a photograph of his father, Eden Smith,
the architect of the Club's first fireplace. Bill Shelden has given some newspaper
clippings on notable Club members, a glossy photograph he made of A. J. Casson, and
a magazine article on the narwhal's tusk. Chuck Matthews has loaned for copying a
number of slides made from photographs he took of distinguished visitors to the Club.

H.B.

ARS LONGA

Things were really percolating in the art world the past few weeks and this ars
longa type found it hectic to keep up while moving from Clarendon where he was
surrounded by furniture from the Casa Loma sales of the '20s to a quiet little
street in Rosedale where one neighbour manifests the height of monchalance by
leaving his Rolls-Royce parked on the street all night. (It had a flat tire this
morning)

At Roberts Gallery I saw an exhibition of Italian Sketches by Franklin (Archie)
Arbuckle, RCA, OSA resulting from a sabbatical trip during the autumn, winter,
spring and summer 1970/71. The red stickers on 43 confirmed in cold cash the warm
enthusiasm that greeted these lyrical little gems that everyone considered to be
among the best that the artist has done....even among the best that a lot of
excellent artists have done. The entire exhibition took one on a cheerfully spontan-
eous little trip through picturesque parts of Italy and the technique was consistently
fresh and enthusiastic throughout. Painterly without being National Geographic
illustrative.

Your committee of three, delegated to make judicious purchases of art for the A & L,
bought one moody little village scene that the artist confirmed was one of his
favorites in the show and one that he would like to have represent him in the Club.

Time being limited and space in this publication even more limited (we're leaving O
room for some historical, important photos) we shall not give you a run down on the
galleries around town. If you saw the Vuillard you don't need a description, if you
didn't, we cannot compete with the reviews including one from "Time" that referred
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C to "The National Art Gallery of Ontario".

By the way, recently someone south of our border made a phone pitch and in the

course of the remarks said: "Of course all the good Canadian artists are in the

United States!"

The walls of the Club featured "Landmarks" by Walter Coucill. An enthusiastic

crowd turned out on October 20th to meet the artist and view and buy the water-

colors, line drawings and prints by this member who has done so much for the Club

over the years. Walter has the touch of the Renaissance artist in him... he's a

good businessman like many of them were and he can control a variety of media.

A versatile artist, he was in top form in these works and they were deservedly

popular. He can range from delicate line work to broad, sweeping washes...and

from stage sets and acrylics to a sculptured fence for Bill Duthie. Bravo!

Columbus discovered America and wound up in jail, we believe. Amerigo Vespucci

landed on the mainland and his descendant, Ameriga wound up living in Ogdensburg,

N.Y. in a house later occupied by Remington, the famed painter of the West. So

has the world rewarded industry and sometimes altruism down through the ages.

The latest examples of an indifferent fate (and they're not crying; we are) are

Lew Parker and Gerry Lazare who became so interested in the assignment to create

paintings for a slide exhibition for the Museum of St. Marie Among The Hurons at

Midland, that they went on from there to spend two and a half years developing a

series of paintings in mixed media (watercolor, acrylic, pastel) depicting the

' life of the Huron and Algonquin Indians in Ontario 500 years ago. They sacrificed

not only their time but many professional commissions while they carefully researched,

made spirited pastel sketches, meticulous working drawings and paintings of great

complexity. Latter day Breughel brothers almost! So are they welcomed with open

arms? Greeted by corporations waving cheques? No, some Canadian patriot told them

to try the National Geographic! Sure it might cost about $ 200,000 to make color

plates, but it would be far less than that to put the paintings on exhibition perm-

anently in a gallery where they would be protected from the trials and tribulations

of handling and shipping around the country. One Western cultural organization that

shall remain nameless offered $ 7,000 for the lot. On an hourly basis, the Indians

were paid better! In any event a large group of members and guests turned out on

November 24th to meet the artists and admire this remarkable labor of love that will

probably be worth a fortune, historically, in the days when our progeny's progeny

(well yours, not this bachelor's) will be watching them on t.v. while up in Mars

country. Hurry down to the Club before December 11 and see "Before the Whiteman".

You can pick up a nice set of color prints or some sketches for a most reasonable

expenditure.
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An historical luncheon took place on October 4th when Dr. A. Y. Jackson celebrated

his 89th birthday at The Arts and Letters Club. Here is a photo taken on that

important occasion by Ron Vickers. By the way, don"t photos enhance the appearance

of this publication?

In this picture of the Head Table, Vice-President Bob Christie is seen with

Spencer Clark, Chuck Matthews, the Guest of Honor, Bob McMichael and Adrian Dingle

(Photo by Ron Vickers)
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S The Heritage Collection

Your Art Committee is pleased to acknowledge the receipt of the following

donations to, and purchases for, the Club's Heritage Collection. We have received

to date:

A McGillvray Knowles watercolour from Eric Heathcote;

A large abstract Hornyansky aquatint from Walter Coucill;

A small Hornyansky aquatint from Dr. Walton-Ball;

A Bertram Brooker abstract from his recent show at Morris Gallery from

his estate conveyed through his son, Vic;

The original drawing by Walter Coucill of the Club from our President,

John Irwin;

A Walter Coucill watercolour of Old Quebec, purchased by the Art Committee

from his recent show at the Club;

A Franklin Arbuckle painting purchased from his recent one-man show at

Roberts Gallery by the Art Purchase Committee;

Amongst many others, several A.Y. Jackson autographed prints, etchings by

* Fred Haines, W.W. Alexander, W.K. Aykroyd, Fred Finley, Andre Lapine, Eugene Beaupre,

etc., an oil sketch by Tom Greene, etc., all from Chuck Matthews.

The first meeting of the Acceptance Committee -- Messrs. Casson, Collier

and Wildridge -- will take place at the Club early in December. If you were

planning a contribution for this all-important first jurying, there's still time

to bring or send it in to our Club steward or myself.

And many thanks for your immediate response to our appeal for your em-

couragement and support in this endeavor.

Louis Hartley, Chairman, The Art Committee.

Art and Alternatives

We were privileged to hear Roy Ascott, president of The Ontario College of Art,

at the Club Tuesday lunch, November 23rd. He was introduced by fellow-staff member

Frank Arbuckle, Coordinator for Speculation of Information' (no kidding -- that's

the new scene at the College!.')

Mr. Ascott talked eloquently and fervently of the need for a new mode in art

education -- an integration of the student's total experiences in all forms of life,

of techniques and environments, without the usual departments or traditional divisions

of an institution. (Witness the startling title Frank is now invested with!) He

made clear the artistic alternatives, as he sees them, between the passive and active,

static versus change, past as opposed to the present methods of teaching the (mostly

visual) student-artist. OCA, he predicts, will become a "visual university" -- a
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radical experiment involving all aspects of visual culture and learning, etc.

For those of his audience, like myself, who are former students of OCA, it's
a sobering and uncomfortable metamorphosis with an end-of-an-era ring of finality
to it. The usual questions from an A & L audience were absent; this observer felt
they were still mulling over the message he left with us.

L.H.

Jack Gray, well-known Canadian playwright, now Executive Secretary of the
Canadian Theatre Centre, was guest speaker at a well-attended luncheon on November 10.
His subject was the plight of the playwright in Canada -- the neglect of Canadian
plays by our theatres and their directors.

To meet the problem, the playwrights propose that by 1973 all theatres receiv-
ing subsidies from the Canada Council, the Ontario Arts Council and other grant-
giving bodies be required to accept a 50% Canadian content rule--with half their
plays written by our native authors.

Jack Gray told us how the playwrights arrived at this decision, gave the
reasons for it, and asked us what we thought about it.

The discussion that followed was lively and interesting. It was an occasion
worthy of the best traditions of the Club. 4

Our Vice-President, Bob Christie, introduced the speaker, and Floyd Chalmers
thanked him. In his opening remarks the President noted that the club's disting-
uished dramatist, John Coulter, was with us for lunch that day.

H.V.

OBITUARY

Tommy Tweed

It is some years since Tommy Tweed used to lunch at the Club but as a very competent
actor, writer reader on radio we never really lost sight of him. When he died this
Fall many of his associates wrote lovingly of him. We have only space to repeat one -
by Andrew Allan.
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STOMMY TWEED

Our sadness at the loss of our dear companion Tommy Tweed

is a hurt so deep we don't know where to find the words to tell

you. We look at one another; and we know what it is to feel empty.

So many of us can say of Tommy:

The dearest friend to me, the kindest man,

The best-condition'd and unwearied spirit

In doing courtesies . . .

We have shared his laughter, and sometimes the generosity

of his tears. We know that never in this country was there a

Canadian more Canadian than Tommy Tweed, and never a warmer man.

Also, he was our Canadian conscience. He was bound to the

arduous trade of finding out, if at all possible, the truth of

things -- and of showing them to us with wit and a light heart

* and with rare good humour.

Tommy Tweed was too serious to be solemn. He loved fun --

which, surely, must be as pure a love as a man can have. Fun, to

him, was a hallmark on things; dullness was not important, because

there was no life in it. He revelled in life. And his life-long

love affair with Canada was a glory he shared with us in his writing

and by his presence.

In The Honourable Member for Kingston he told us the story

of Sir John A. Macdonald, the man who invented Canada. There never

was a production in which the writer could be more closely identi-

fied with the subject. At the end of the long saga, when we heard

the words of the newspaper headline saying "He Is Dead", we knew --

as surely as everyone knew in the Canada of 1891 -- that it was

John A. Macdonald who was dead. An era was ended.

Throughout Tommy's script the recurring voice was the voice of

an average voter, who, in the hurly-burly of all the campaigns, was

at the back of the hall to say, "You'll never die, John A." And, at

the end, after all the eulogies by the great, it was the average voter

to whom Tommy gave the last word.

At this moment we are haunted by the thought that perhaps another

era has ended. But, even if it has, there are average people and fellow-

workers all over the country, standing to say:

"You'll never die, Tommy Tweed."

-- Andrew Allan
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THE LIBRARY

The National Gallery Of Canada was obviously written as a labour of love by
the Gallery's Director, Dr. J.S. Boggs. She has provided for this handsome book
a text that is at once charming and informative, and has chosen for illustration
32 colour plates and 188 black-and-white plates. It is clear that Dr. Boggs feels
that Canadians should be proud of their National Gallery, particularly as its history
was sufficiently harsh to have invited the admiration of Horatio Alger. The Gallery,
which is only 56 years younger than London's (and 56 years older than Washington's),
has never cost the taxpayer as much as five cents per capita a year; nevertheless it
is now a distinguished Gallery in which all Canadians should take pride.

A number of other items of Canadian interest have been obtained. These include;
The 14th Annual Report Of The Canada Council; a National Gallery catalogue in hard-
cover form entitled True Patriot Love, the summer exhibition by Joyce Wieland;
The 21st Annual Report Of The Royal Ontario Museum; a pamphlet - The Senate Of Canada -
showing current photographs and seating arrangements in the Chamber.

X X X X X X

Glen Frankfurter has kindly donated to our library a copy of his book Baneful
Domination. This book is considered by the publisher to be the most original volume
of Canadian history ever written, while reviewers seem agreed that it is uncommonly
stimulating and thought-provoking. An organization known as Theatre Research
Associates has provided us with The Welsman Memoranda, a work published privately in
a limited edition of 875 copies of which none is for sale. This important research
paper shows very clearly that the T.S.O, came into being under the conductorship of
Frank Welsman in 1908 and that it was ~live for a period of 10 years. In 1923 it was
revived under Luigi von Kunitz, and this is the date currently being used by the T.S.O.
as a founding date. The Club Archives support the Welsman Memoranda in this dis-
agreement.

Burns & McEachern have supplied us with copy of a story of the Group of Seven
entitled There Is No Finality, by Harry Hunkin. This interesting book contains an
introduction by A.J. Casson and includes over 100 illustrations of which a number
are published for the first time. Three items reproduced were loaned by, and
credited to, the Club archives. Two copies of the exhibition catalogue of The Art
Of Tom Thomson have been received; one from Mrs. Murray, the Curator of Canadian
Art at the A.G.O., the other from Ron Vickers, the photographer for the exhibition.
It is also interesting that three items were credited to the Club archives in this
catalogue, and that nine references were made to articles in Club publications.
A collection of the sketches of Sir Frederick Banting were on display at the Academy
of Medicine during October; the catalogue was entitled Banting As An Artist, and a
copy was inscribed to the Club by Sir Frederick's widow, Dr. Henrietta Banting.
A copy of the 53rd O.S.A. Catalogue produced for the exhibition in 1925 has been given
by Horace Lapp.

H.B.
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December 1971

The President on January 3rd. inaugurated a very happy custom when he invited members

to attend a New Year's Reception. After all, the Governor General has one in Ottawa

and the Lieutenant Governor of Ontario has one in Queen's Park. They call them Levees,

so why shouldn't John Irwin do the same thing? John brought along the ingredients for

a perfect egg nog and stood by and greeted members as they ladled the elixir of New Year

greetings. After lunch we were charmed by a concert of piano by Reginald Godden.

Altogether it was a most auspicious beginning for the New Year.

Christmas 1971.

* The annual Christmas Dinner was held on December 29th. with the usual fanfare and

ritual that only the Arts and Letters Club can produce. The very well organized

Processions of the Executive Committee and the Boar's Head were executed with a pre-

cision that would have delighted the Duke of Norfolk. The President in his remarks

which follow, thanked all (and there were many) who decorated the Hall and sorted out

tabards and provided costumes and make-up *-Jack Prior, Michael Schilder, Bill McCoy

and Roly Pincoe among others. He also thanked Harry Maude, Reg Godden and the Choir

for their beautiful singing of carols. He acknowledged the presence of the following

past presidents--Cleeve Horn, David Ouchterlony, James Wardropper, lan Cameron,

Robin Strachan, John Yocom and Bill Swinton. Among those unable to be present sent

best wishes were Sir Ernest MacMillan and Chic Hendry. Life members present were

introduced included Chuck Matthews (attending his 52nd successive Christmas Dinner)

Gordon Davies, A. J. Casson, John Kennedy, Harry Jamieson (who has carried the Boar's

Heed in the procession for the past 50 years without a stumble), Ralph Eden Smith who

joined the Club 60 years ago. Special greetings were received from and sent to

Harry Smith the Club's surviving Charter member. Greetings were also received from

the Savage Club, London, Arts Club, Dublin, Salmagundi Club, New York, Cliff Dwellers

Club, Chicago and the Arts Club, Montreal. The President introduced Ken Wright,

President of the St. George's Society for 51 years. Surprisingly enough Ken was

received with a minimum of boo's and had the honour of being the recipient of a

"For He's a Jolly Good Fellow" an unprecented expression of good will.

The following are the remarks of the President which we hope you will read more

than once.

We are all aware this Christmas of the sad state of the world. People

* of many nations hating each other for their idea of the love of God and killing one

another for the sake of their concept of peace. But even in these confrontations

Christmas comes and sometimes brings a truce.

Lr:
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It was Thomas Tusser, the sixteenth-century English farmer-musician,

who wrote: -

"At Christmas play and make good cheer

For Christmas comes but once a year"

The tragedy of Christmas for most folks is that it stays so short a time. The play

and the cheer don't last for long and the spirit of Christmas hardly survives 
the

coming of the bills in the New Year.

Though the celebration of Christmas is derived from many customs 
in

many lands, its modern character owes much to Charles Dickens whose novels brought

emphasis and humanity to the season and a general sympathy for the 
poor. Though

Dickens wrote about it in his books, the periodical he founded was called All The

Year Round. The significance is clear; and if you can imagine "Christmas all the

year round", you will be able to understand much of 
Dickens and the modern Christmas.

But think of the expense, the strain on stomach and liver, to say nothing of the

purse, and the intolerable family parties!

Nonetheless, there is one place where, in spirit, it is nearly always

Christmas, a place of friendly greeting, of fellowship and certainly of good cheer,

without too much strain upon the person or the bank roll. Dickens would have felt

really at home in the Arts & Letters Club and, as President, let me give 
him a welcome

over the years and the celestial seas that now separate us. How lucky we are to be

here. One hundred and 158 of us; while untold millions of lonely, hungry, homeless

and fearful people outside these doors will never know the Wonderful 
World of the

Arts and Letters that we can enjoy here almost everyday of the year. 
Let us continue

Sto work, therefore, for the spirit of Christmas, not only once a year, as the poet

says, but for every year. And for this particular occasion let us repeat the 
old

familiar words of the-original Tiny Tim, "GOD BLESS US EVERY ONE."

(Christmas Entertainment follows later)

LAPP'S CORNER

Handel in a Hurry!

"MESSIAH" MASSACRED IN MASSY MUSIC HALL

Frank and Florence McEachren paused at my back seat during intermission 
and said

"Well, what do you think of it?" "Hilarious", I replied, "That's the word" said

Frank. "Music to do your teeth by", Said I. "Have a peanut" Frank shrugged. "It

wouldn't help." Nothing could have helped that "Messiah" except perhaps a good

conductor. After the first bar of the overture with those double dotted quarter

notes, I knew we were in for two hours of a ricky-ticky rooty performance of a

great work, by a great choir, great soloists, great 
instrumentalists and a combina-

tion conductor who, according to the choir was more interested in his big brand new

Cadillac. Those first jerky double dotted twenty four bars felt more like a bucking

snowmobile. After the Overture things began to roll when a purple faced tenor,

gasping for breath was dragged through "Every Valley" at the speed 
of sound or, maybe

a brand new Cadillac. After the first rehearsal I think Maureen Forrester with her

glorious voice should have taken it on the lam and hijacked 
a plane for Cuba till the

whole mess blew over. Instead she invaded baritone territory and ventured into

p  "Who May Abide". There, like every other contralto in the world before her, when she

tried to light the "refiner's fire" her taper tapered out. Poor girl, she did her
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best to establish some sort of tempo but the conductor was miles away zipping along
in his big new Cadillac, I guess. Under his unique direction, "He shall Purify"
turned into a sort of laughing chorus. He evidently told the men to go Ha-ha-ha
on those fast sixteenth note runs and Ha-ha-had so well that I laughed along with
them. If they will add the occasional Ho-ho-ho to their Ha-ha-ha technique. I'm
sure Frank McEachren will promptly sign them on for Eaton's Santa Claus Parade next
year. It really was not very funny when, during the beautiful choral singing of
"Since by Man" a trumpet player had the bad manners to walk out on the upper stage
and began to fiddle with his trumpet (admittedly a remarkable feat). Of course we
all knew who had the bad manners to let him do it. He then played a heavily dotted
eight note interpretation of, "The Trumpet Shall Sound" accompanied by the baritone
Donald Bell singing beautifully but looking worried and, no wonder.

Lloyd Bradshaw played the harpsichord very beautifully as always. However, as in
all past "Messiahs", for the past fifty years the harpsichord was again inaudible.
As a confirmed harpisichord hater, I didn't miss it. The seat on my right turned
to me, "Are you Horace Lapp" she said, "Yes", I confessed. "I heard you playing
the organ for the Mary Pickford Show at the Imperial Theatre last year". "I wish
I was there now". I observed fervently. The seat on my left said, "Who is the
conductor?" "What conductor?" I barked, "The man with the stick." "Oh, that, "
I answered with sarcasm. She chuckled. "Tactful man." She told me she was
surprised to find such a good choir in Canada. "He looks to me like the poor man's
Elmer Eiseler. Good heavens, listen to that. He's chasing that soprano through
"Rejoice Greatly" in jig time, six to the bar". "Haven't you heard, dearie," I said
sweetly, "The new title is, "Beat Me Daddy, Six to the Bar" she snorted. "Such
garbage, I'M leaving". When the pollution had cleared and the entire company came l
forward for the applause which was polite, I recalled Ernesto Bardini's "Messiah"
four years ago and the standing ovation with cheers from the audience. This time
the only cheers I detected were decidedly Bronx flavored with raspberry. It would
seem that this tribute was for the conductor alone and well merited. Luckiest
member of the orchestra, Frank Fusco, away on vacation, missed the whole fiasco.
This is the first of three beefs in this issue.

Almost every day I enjoy the superb piano playing of my lifelong friend and probably
yours, Reginald Stewart on C.B.C. Radio FM. Everything is still there, the same
talent the same delicacy, the same bravura, the same artistry. It is well worth
flipping the dial for.

The latest and last word about Healey's Doppel Flute (61 pipes) missing from
St. Mary's Church these many months is that it is back in the organ once more.
As Robert Browning so aptly put it:

The lark's on the wing,

The snail's on the thorn,

God's in His Heaven,

Healey's Doppel Flute is back in St. Mary's
And all's right with the world.

For $4.75 one can now buy 506 hymns in the new Anglounited Hymn Book with a pretty
red and gold cover designed by Al Fleming. 250 of these will never and probably
shouldn't be sung. 100 will be sung and rejected, 50 will become eventually drop-
outs, leaving the same old flock of favorites we sang so divinely out of tune in
the last one. Of course some smarty would have to change a few harmonies as if
the old boys ( 1780-1880 ) didn't know how to harmonize their own tunes. Some of
them like Bach, Handel, Purcell were pretty good at that sort of thing. I believe.



Unfortunately some of the new tunes suffer from trying to skirt around that trea-

cherous sea called plagiarism without getting their feet wet. Pretty dull, I'm

afraid. Thank you to some good man for restoring "Duke Street" and "Joy to the World"

after a severe mauling by the experts in the last book. God and Jesus have been

demoted. What price democracy. In the old book They rated "Thee" and "Thou".

Now it's "thee" and "thou". Right. No Fascist capitals for those two in this red

book. Moscow approves.

With great success The Chamber Players repeated their recent concert at the MacMillan

Theatre most charmingly suited for it.

Dr Charles Peaker's series of Organ Recitals at St. Paul's Anglican Church played to

excellent houses. Featured artists Harry Maude, Miss Gwen Jones, David Ouchterlony,

The Salvation Army Band were a fine setting to Charlie's own brilliant organ playing.

For twenty-eight years Fred Silvester was the supremely talented organist and Musical

Director of Bloor Street United Church. For even longer he was a fovorite member of

our Club. Norman Alexander was kind and concerned enough to send me some information

on what the church is doing to recognize suitably the work of our beloved and greatly

esteemed Freddy. First, on Sunday November 28th. the choir sang an anthemn composed

by Fred, after which they unveiled a bronze plaque with the following inscription.

In Loving memory of

Frederick Caton Silvester January 24 1901 - June 14 1966

Organist of Bloor Street United Church from 1938--1966

and his wife Eva May Rendall January 27 1914--March 31, 1970

erected by their daughters

The church is receiving donations from friends for an organ scholarship, the recipient

of which will be expected to play a twenty minute recital every Sunday morning from

September to June which will be very good for him and the congregation.

This Christmas I bought $12 worth of beautiful cards, but, as a sign of my rapidly

encroaching stupidity, forgot to read the greeting inside. After forking over the

12 bucks, to my horrow I read

Shut in from all the world without

We sat the clean winged hearth about,

Content to let the north wind roar

In baffled rage at pane and door.

John Greenleaf Whittier

I hate fulsome Christmas greetings. Thoroughly annoyed, I struck back underneath the

poem.
"O.K. Mr. Whittier,

Such utter bunk I can't abide

From now on this shall be my guide,

When buying cards first look inside.

Horace blackleaf Lapp

The opposite page was worse.

Among our Christmas blessings

Those- blah blah blah

Our hearts are blah blah blah

And loving blah for friends.

Just because our Lord was born

Is no excuse to spread the corn H.L.Next year, just Merry Christmas H.L.
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THE ARCHIVES

An exhibition of all the items published by the Club during the past 63 years is
now on display in the cabinets in the LAMPS room. Included are two books (the Yearbook
of 1913 and the Story of 1945), and 10 numbers of the Lamps.

We are pleased to be able to report that the Club now holds, in its safety deposit
box, a reel of microfilm which contains the contents of the first two of the large
Archives books. The original of this microfilm, plus coloured slides of the Executivelists and of the portraits of past presidents, are now held by the Public Archives of
Ontario.

The Club Archives supplied three illustrations for an article on Music In Toronto
In The Thirties which was published in The Canadian Composer. Among items considered
by the Committee of Acceptance for the Heritage Collection were three works which
were turned over to Archives: a sketch of a stage setting by J.W. Beatty, a portrait
of W.W. Alexander by Ivor Lewis, and an engraving of the old Court St. entrance to the
Club by Stanley Turner.

Chuck Matthews continues to supply photographs and slides so that copies may be made
for our Archives. Among his recent donations are five portraits of members of the Group
of 7, an early group shot of some of the same members, and a photograph of Ivor Lewis
in a D.D.F. award-winning role. New member Gordon Rice arranged to have a number of
slides copied, while Ron Vickers continues to provide pictures of special Club events.

Six miscellaneous items were received from Mrs. Charles Band. A photograph taken
at a Christmas dinner of the late Bob Hubbard was sent by Mrs. Hubbard. The daughters q
of the late Owen Staples supplied several items for the Club archives, including draw-
ings of the late Dr. Fricker and A.S. Vogt, both done by Staples.

H.B.

ARS LONGA

If your paintings are not bringing you fabulous sums, perhaps you're spending too much
time on perspective. Maybe you're worrying too much about duplicating the texture of
that board fence or wasting hours trying to capture the bloom on that peach.

Quite possibly your technique's at fault. If so, impecunious aesthete, take a roller
coater in hand and lay about you with great unsensitive sweeps on yards of cringing
canvas.

Don't worry because you haven't painted the walls of the Great Hall where smooth blends
and control are mandatory. Your amanuensis has taken lessons from the great Arthur Ament
who zings a vertical line down the wall with great aplomb.

No! You must drip, splash and puddle paint - but above all else - be profound. Then
you can stand, surrounded by adoring admirers sipping wine, and dismiss Dali and others
as mere technicians. For now you have it made - the genius, spring full-grown like
Zeus, (it was Zeus, wasn't it? or does that matter when tradition is for naught).



In any event you are a sell-out - because your prices are reasonable by the square

yard compared to the imported goods and you're really hot until the next wonder boy

comes along with his little assortment of tricks. So cease to strive for academic

perfection you obvious clod. Art is the obscurity of flat paint roller-coated on

the picture plane.

But you had better be sure you're color sense is superb!

By the way, if you've been sketching delightfully at life classes, with or without

the grudging approval of your wife, don't show her this. One of the best illustrators

anywhere, as pretty as her pictures, recently said:

"Draw nudes - never! I think it is in bad taste!" Her figures and figure are superb.

How are yours?

A famous name in the current art world - worshipped for his simplicity - a resident

artist at some learned institution - recently listened as a skilled academic analyzed

a beautiful Botticelli. After hearing about the finest points of composition, negative

shapes and so on, the f.n. sighed "I didn't know art was that complicated!"

Don't whack this correspondent over the head with the narwhal horn next time he enters

the Club. No members or friends of members are referred to in the preceding paragraphs.

* "By Gad, A. & L. members have content, Haven't they?" Nor are we being "squares".

Most A. & L. members are abstract fans too. What is deplored is the smug academicism

of the iconoclasts.

Gallery hopping in December and January was like eating miniature chocolates - all sorts

of delicious goodies to delight the taste. The galleries usually offered selections of

their artist' work rather than one man shows.

The Mitchell Gallery emulated the old Royal Academy exhibitions by cramming pictures

from floor to ceiling. An old print by Rowlandson showed the general flamboyant effect

that was being followed. Prints, photographs, paintings, drawings, ranged from the

abstracts to Slipper to John Alfsen, (how many of us remember this dedicated teacher!)

At the show we met a chap who has striven mightily to be a painter and a photographer

for over twenty years. It is doubtful that his work has improved even a little bit.

But he is happy while his ego seems even more inflated as he dabbles in his intermin-

able life classes at night while plying a more mundane trade by day.
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Arts & Letters Heritage Collection

The first meeting of the Acceptance Committee, led by
our eminent life member Dr. A. J. Casson with Al Collier
and Jack Wildridge supporting, at work in the Lamps Room
Wednesday, December 15th. Forty-nine items were submitted
by the Art Committee for their scrutiny and recommendations.

Photo courtesy of Ron Vickers

The Albert White Galleries showed "Blue Chip" prints and art by famous international
names while down the street at Jerrold Morris Gallery, ancient artifacts turned those
halls into a museum. Fascinating! The Dunkelman Gallery had one of its few one man
shows of Canadian work, with the large canvasses of Paul Hutner sending the critics
into ecstasy.

Gallery Moos artists ranged from Danby to Riopelle and The Frederick Thom Galleries
afforded a nineteenth century nostalgic visual contrast to all the foregoing. One
thousand years from now will anything remain? Will anybody care about the divergent
schools of thought?e first meeting of the Acceptance Committee, led by

Roberts Gallery, with a range of paintings including the works of well-known members
of our Clube A delightful experience to visit that Gallery at any time.
of our Club. A delightful experience to visit that Gallery at any time.



Recently we visited, with a younger artist, the home of a distinguished older master.

He is painting with strength and great craftsmanship. His pencil, pen and oil

compositions have a vigor that few people have been privileged 
to see.

Horses rounding a turn at the race track, the silks of the jockeys flashing and flick-

ering in the sun, landscapes with great rolling clouds and shining 
with light and

atmosphere. On the walls were also classic still life paintings by his talented and

charming wife.

A pleasurable experience for the younger artist to see the craftsmanship, 
concept and

composition of that third generation artist Kenneth Forbes, who is as vigorous and

enthusiastic as ever.

As we go to press we look forward to the works of L.A.C. Panton that will grace our

walls in mid-January.

J.M.

The evening of Choral singing around the fire with David Ouchterlony on December 15th

was a great success. It brought to a close the very successful series of Ladies Nights

for the year.

Dr Walter Tovell has been appointed Associate Director of the Royal Ontario Museum.

He first joined the Museum in 1946. He was appointed Curator of the Department of

Geology in 1949. He is also an Associate Professor in the U. of T. Department of

Geology and at the College of Education.

We learn by a rather slow grapevine that Jim Hubbard has deserted the picture framing

business and has changed to picture gazing. He has an executive position with the

McMichael Gallery in Kleinburg. This must be a challenging opportunity and we wish

him well.

In the last Letter we described the part of the November 25th. Monthly Dinner enter-

tainment presided over by Vic Brooker. Because Vic almost suffered a seizure on account

of our mistakes we are happy to correct them now. Those assisting Vic were Nick Staples

who played a Vibraphone not a xylophone, and George Murphy (not a member) 
who played an

electronic string bass - his own invention - and not a cello. Honest to goodness when

we saw that illuminated cabinet behind the player we thought that it was some sort of

humidifier to waft the tunes in our direction! To further elucidate our readers, the

piano was not wrecked.

James W. Flannery our Ottawa member, coordinator of English Theatre and Artistic

Director of the Drama Guild at the University of Ottawa, tells us that he has been

invited to direct a bill of plays by W. B. Yeats in Montreal this month. It will be

remembered that his Drama Guild produced "A Full Moon in March at the Club last March.



The Club Auction on December 1st. organized by Ed. Kasdan assisted by many others was
hardly a financial success, but, it did provide a good deal of fun for the 30 plus who
attended. Jay Manning did an exceptionally good job as auctioneer assisted by Wilf White.
The items included paintings by Adrian Dingle, Paraskeva Clark, and others. Etchings and
signed repros by A. Y. Jackson, A. J. Casson, Jack Secord and Walter Coucill went quickly.
There was a considerable amount of Silverware, brass, pewter and books which helped to
drain away the money.

Correspondence

On a Christmas trip to St. Lucia, Marg and I met Roper Dayment whose wife had tragically
died suddenly in Castris. In May he married Nancie who was the widow of Easson Humphreys
a former member of the Club. Roper would be known to many members of the Club partic-
ularly those associated with Camp Ahmick. He is still taking pictures, a number of which
are sold in Castris as beautiful postcards.

Nancie, who often assisted in the Spring Shows and I talked about so many members of
the Club that it made us both homesick. They took us out to their lovely modern home
on a bluff overlooking the private beach right on the ocean and we continued our
conversation lubricated by rum punches. They wish to be remembered to all their friends (
in the Club which I gladly do through your kind offices.

Regards

"Kirk" Kirkpatrick

Mr. Editor

During the recent Christmas dinner I happened to be seated very close to our stage.
Not unnaturally this called up many memories of past productions which I had done
there. One in particular reminded me of a regrettable misunderstanding over lighting
which embroiled me with one of the 'greats' of our Club. These are the circumstances.
I had the task of directing that fine play "The Chester Mysteries" (incidentally, isn't
it about time we did this again, even though the stalwart actors who made it memorable
are no longer available? How about next Christmas?). As everybody nowadays realises,
lighting can make or mar the production of a play. But in the time of which I speak,
those who were supposed to do our stage lighting were casual to the point of flippancy
in their approach. Consequently, our dress rehearsal, was from the lighting point of
view, a model of light hearted muddlement. This showed itself particularly in a lovely
little inset during the play, where the Madonna talks and croons to the Child in its
crib. My light hearted electricians had lit this scene with a battery of harsh white
lights, skilfully turning the Inn at Bethlehem into the appearance of the stairway
landing of a tenement house. I pointed this out, suggesting the substitution of soft
warmish pink. As the hour was now late, it was impossible to do this immediately,
but I was faithfully promised that all would be in order for the opening night.

- 9 -
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My feelings can be imagined when I saw the scene on the first 
night from the front.

My ingenious experts had substituted flaming red lights for the glaring 
white ones,

thus turning the tenement landing into a convincing picture of the Mouth of Hell!

But worse was to follow. By unhappy mischance, Healey Willan happened to be standing

beside me. He let forth a terrible gasp and turned upon me with ferocity and gave me

a tongue lashing for daring to offer the HOLY Family such a gross insult. In the

clamour of a first night I found it impossible to convince him of my innocence in the

matter, and for the remainder of our acquaintance he eyed me with a suspicious glare

as a lewd and blasphemous fellow. But all this was years ago, and I have forgotten

who my carefree electricians were, but if they read these words, I say to them after

much fasting and prayer, I have forgiven them.

Earle Grey

Here are some extracts from a long letter sent to their friends in Canada by the

Voadens from their Villa in Menton, France on December 10.

We arrived in England on Monday, November 22, and spent 5 of our 10 English 
days

S (from Wednesday to Sunday) in the land of my forefathers, Devonshire, visiting

relatives, record-hunting, grave-haunting, seeing England at its greenest, unspoiled,

rural best! It is years since we have been to Devon. In the meantime my brother

Carl and my cousins Denys and William have researched our family 
story, which I am

to put together as The Book of the Voadeis and I wanted to see again the familiar

faces and sights, and the new faces and sights they have brought 
into the picture.

So to Devon. Train delights! Picture the Voadens, amused, pleased with themselves,

in their reserved seats on the crack Cornish Riviera, speeding west through the green

and greening land. Picture them toasting themselves with good Bordeaux 
at the white-

cloth'd dining-table, while the old villages, castles, fields, and forests passed by,

unnoticing!

From Exeter we drove north in our rented Hillman Hunter (keep left, Herman!) to

Bideford Bay, where Mother's folk live. We stayed at a pleasant hotel on the tidal

estuary at Instow, and were royally entertained by our Bideford relatives 
- entertain-

ment that included a trip to old Appledore, to the wild seascape at Hartland Quay, and

the hill-top at Great Torrington. Friday morning we drove through Barnstaple and

Braunton and took the back road into the hamlet of Georgeham - surely the smallest

road, with the highest hedges, ever! We had coffee with the local retired teacher-

historian, talked about my Mother's family - Bales and Geens - and saw the church

where her parents were married. That afternoon we drove south to my father's land,

to Okehampton on the edge of Dartmoor, to visit Denys' Mother. His younger brother,

Paul, and wife, Gill - teachers at St. Austell - came to be with us for the weekend.

Dartmoor is in the Voaden blood. Saturday morning, in the intermittent rain, Paul

drove us up and around the high bleak 5-mile loop of road on the moor. What a strange

world, unchanged through man's memory, lonely and remote in the damp fog and drifting

mist! On Sunday morning, by contrast, in bright sunshine, we parked the car 
above
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Beltane, a high village, and walked to the edge of the moor, looking down to the far

valleys and fields below, and up to the nearest tors or moor mountains. 9
On Saturday afternoon we made the important expedition to Bratton Clovelly, home

of the Voadens, where we saw the two farms, Lower and Higher Voaden. (There they are,
marked on the detailed regional maps!)

Above all, one is impressed with the acting. We saw Paul Schofield in The Rules
of the Game (Pirandello); Alec Guinness in A Voyage Round My Father (John Mortimer);
Ralph Richardson in West of Suez (John Osborne); Colin Blakely, Vivien Merchant and
Dorothy Tutin in Old Times (Harold Pinter); Anton Rodgers and Michael Bates in
Forget-Me-Not-Lane (Peter Nichols); and Alan Bates in Butley (Simon Gray). Where
else today could you see 6 plays so strongly projected? Harold Hobson insists, in
a theatre program article, that British acting is better today than it was in Henry
Irving's time, and that it is now not inferior to French acting.

The playwriting talent, also, is considerable. No one can question the ability
of the established 3 - Mortimer, Osborne and Pinter - or indeed of the younger Nichols
and the fledgling Simon Gray, whose first play was produced in '67. We found the
Osborne wordy but intense; the Pinter gentler than expected and as strange and fascin-
ating as ever. Both the Mortimer and Nichols plays use the stream-of-consciousness
techniques; both have the narrators watching themselves as boys; both, for me, were a
little too anecdotal and episodic - but well worth seeing. The Simon Gray play, Butley,
tells the story of an aging, savagely ironic and tormented don, a homosexual or closest
queen, whose world tumbles about him as he says good-bye to his wife (a brief interlude)
and to his boyfriend. The play is immensely funny, but we found the after-taste dis-
quieting and dispiriting.

One final comment. In contrast to Toronto and New York, theatre in London is still
priced within the range the ordinary couple can afford - for our mid-stalls seats we
paid an average of less than $4 a seat.

So the Voadens, who can't believe in their good fortune, wish the same good fortune
to all of you in this holiday season. May your hearts be merry, all your Christmases

a joy, and the New Year one to content you.

The Christmas Entertainment

St. George's Utilitarian Concert

This year's entertainment for the Christmas Dinner was patterned after the old
Christmas Concert held in a church basement. A large number of Club members
participated to make it a great success.

Pat Hume was our Superintendent and with his usual finesse and polish, was very
effective as M.C. Many of our members came forth and contributed a full hour of
hilarity, warmth and nostalgia. Norman Alexander offered two well chosen poetic
pieces just right for the receptive audience. Trevor Alderwick gave a nostalgic
look at Albert and the Lion, Norman McMurrich and David Fry offered separate select-
ions of mirth and merriment. Harry Maude and Ernesto Vinci supplied a delightful
skit. Harry played a novice singer and Dr. Vinci the frustrated teacher who finally U
gave up, stomping off stage. Harry went on to sing a selection in his usually

strong voice accompanied by Reg Godden.

So many others contributed which made it a real Club concert. Bob Christie is to
be thanked for putting it all together in his inimitable professional style.
It was a grand evening!
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I.

OBITUARIES

A deep sense of grief has overtaken us on learning of the
passing on December 28, 1971 of our revered fellow member,
Hugh Lachlan Cruickshank Allward. An eminent master of
his craft, his architectural confreres and all others have
lost a most amicable friend and learned counsellor, we deeply
mourn his passing from the scene of great accomplishments and

pray: requiescat in pace.

A.E.W.

The Club suffered the loss of a loyal and devoted member
on December 29, 1971 in the death of Russell Whitely. He had

graduated in law when I did in 1930 but like myself had come at

a later age than our contemporaries to its study. Prior to doing

so he had been a prospector for a number of years and had many

Sinteresting stories of his time in the north country. As a lawyer

he was a scholarly, able, industrious, and conscientious practit-

ioner as was evidenced by the prominence which he achieved in his

profession. He served as well for a time as an officer in the

Royal Regiment of Canada and for years has spent many hours of his

time in work for the Presbyterian Church.

Though a member of other clubs his particular love was for the

Arts and Letters which he joined in 1945 where he appeared most

often for lunch. Though he had suffered ill health during the last

few years he was still a boon companion on these occasions and will

be sorely missed. The Club has suffered the loss of a distinguished

and genial member.

G. McG.
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THE LIBRARY

Any Canadian history buff should be interested in the exhibition catalogue
prepared by the Public Archives of Canada to salute the British Columbia cent-
enary; it is entitled B.C./71, Canada On The Pacific. The exhibition was made up
of 228 items which range in time from a reproduction of the commission appointingBlanshard as Governor of Vancouver Island in 1849 to a photograph of the first
legislative assembly in B.C. after Confederation in 1872.

In 1967 an impressive building was opened on Wellington St. in Ottawa to serve
as both the National Library and the Public Archives of Canada. A recent visit
there provided the opportunity of acquiring a number of items for our library;among these items were: The National Library Of Canada, The Public Archives Of
Canada, HeraldrCanadaanada, Ten Contemporary Canadian Medalists, Canada In Maps.

Lou Hartley has given to the library a copy of V.I N.I of Books In Canada anda delightful book entitled The Pageantry Of Christmas; he was also responsible
for obtaining from the daughters of the late Owen Staples some items such as a
copy of The Lamps for 1912 and The Calendar of the Toronto Art League for 1904.
John Irwin passed along a signed copy of the retrospective exhibition A.J. Casson
held at the McMaster University Art Gallery from Nov. 10th to Dec. llth, as well
as a programme of the Mazzoleni Memorial Collection which lists the paintings
obtained for permanent display in the concert hall of the Royal Concervatory of
Music. Bill Shelden has donated a copy of V.I N.I of Theatre Canada (Jan. 1951).
lan Urquhart has given two exhibition catalogues from the Art Gallery of Toronto --
the Inaugural Exhibition 1926 and the Fiftieth Anniversary 1950.

H.B.


